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INTRODUCTION 
out of the ages a love story has come to us. It was born 
in the mysterious, northern lands; touched with the fire of 
Gallic emotion; and taken into the literatures of Germany and 
Italy. It is a beautiful story, because it tells of a love so 
strong that the conventions of society were powerless against 
it. It is a grim story telling of death, and hate, and jeal-
ousy. This is the story of Tristan and Iseult. 
Writers in many lands have written of the love of the 
cornish knight, Tristan, for the golden-haired Iseult of 
Ireland. It was a love made difficult by the marriage of 
Iseult to Mark, the uncle of Tristan, but a liaison which rose 
above all social structures, because it was destined to. It 
may be just a vague legend--there may never have been a Tristan 
and Iseult may have been created by a wandering jongleur; but 
it has grown in depth and beauty through the centuries until it 
has finally reached our time. It is still as fresh in its 
beauty as at first. There is still a thrill of suspense to be 
experienced in following the hapless lovers through their 
t~ials and misfortunes and in watching the heavy hand of fate 
bear down relentlessly upon them. 
I have always counted the story among my favorites. It 
has both the poignancy of the Romeo and Juliet legend and the 
bleak tragedy found in Hero and Leander. But though there are 
1 
slight comparisons to be made with other love stories, there is 
yet a charm so impelling as to make it different from any other 
story of its general type. 
It is my purpose to consider the various interpretations 
of the Tristan legend from the time of Tennyson to the present. 
This period from Tennyson on is the most important and interest· 
ing, not only because of the great number of authors who have 
worked upon the romance, but because of the diverse interpreta-
tions which were evolved from the original. The modern versioJU 
are a far cry from the original, crude, oral, and written ex-
amples to be found in the Middle Ages. I shall pmoeed in the 
first chapter to discuss the evolution of the Tristan legend 
from its most pr~itive forms. 
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CHAPTER I 
GENESIS AND EVOLUTION 
During the first part of the Middle Ages society was domi" 
nated by the men, and by the men only. It was a turbulent, 
brutal period when neighbors hacked one another to pieces with 
battle-axes during three days of the week and spent the rest of 
the time hunting, or telling bawdy stories in the great halls 
of their castles. Women were considered only from a purely 
physical point of view. They were not thought of as an inte-
gral part of society, a~d, as a consequence, spent most of 
their ttme in what the French have 9alled "la chambre haute", 
an isolated part of the manor house. 
Gradually a change occurred~ The women began to come doWn 
from "la chambre haute" and to become a part of the fireside 
society of the household. They became objects of utter devotio~ 
to the rough warriors. In time this devotion began to be con-
sidered as something almost divine, as worthy of any sacrifice, 
even of life itself. The Age of Chivalry had begun. 
With the advent of the Age of Chivalry a newer and gentler 
element came into the literature, such as it was, of the period. 
Before, most of the . stories had been rough and brutal affairs 
of blood and battle, of death and cruelty, in which the women, 
if any, obligingly swooned at convenient moments, thus removing 
the necessity of including them as important characters in a 
1 
masculine literature. But the new literature was aimost ex-
clusively fe.minine. It was dominated by women, from first to 
last. stories came into being telling of the deeds of a brave 
knight who went through perilous adventures in order to gain a 
smile from some fair damsel who may or may not have been his 
lawful wife. There were wild tales of ladies saved from mis-
creant knights, and of witches and magic. Ladies listened 
breathlessly to these tales as they came from the lips of trav-
elling minstrels. 
At some time during this age of feminine literature ap-
peared the original version of the Tristan story. The Tristan 
story is the second in importanoeto the whole Arthurian 
legend, . and forms an i.Iiiportant part of . the . great mass of storie~ 
cent.ering about the court at Camelot. The origin is vague and 
has"not ·yet been determined. Holmes makes mention of a "Pictisl: 
hero called Drostan who lived in the eighth century. The story 
could have spread from the Picts to Cornwall in a fairly. -d~fi­
nite -:tom. ·· The next logical passage of the tale could have 
been to ·Brittany, whence it came to France. The basic theme o:t 
"'~ . 
th~ · ~tory is the same as that of Deirdriu in the Lopges mace 
Uislenn ~ the saga of Diarmaid .l!J!9. Greinne, in both of vvilich 
- -
a yqung relative of the king steals a lady whom .the king had 
destined for himself•" 1/ 
. . 
1 -q~p~n Ti.gn~l' . :S:Q:J.m~~, . Jl',, A. Histo1 of Old French Literature 
~ from!!! Ori~ins ~ ~ cnurham, . • lr.-;-!'lie Seeman Printery 
~)-. pg. 1 0 ·. - . . -·· . 
2 
Gaston Paris, eminent French critic, thinks "that Tristan 
is of Celtic origin." ~ The names of Tristan and Mark (Marc) 
are Celtic, the latter related to the Celtic word for horse, 
~ 
and giving some connection to the Beroul version which repre-
sented Mark as having horse's ears which he concealed beneath 
his hair. The lands in which the action takes place are also 
Celtic--Cornwall, Ireland, south Wales, Ermonie, and Brittany. 
Holmes states that the earliest version of the Tristan story 
in the old French language is called the Ur-Tristan, and is 
placed by most scholars in the year 1154. !/ This Ur-Tristan 
furnished a crude source for the other versions which followed. 
The most eminent early version of the Tristan legend is a 
/ lost -poem by -Chretien de Troyes w:r;itten before 1162, or eight 
years after the ur-Tristan had come into existence. 
-
/. Chretien 
himself said that he wrote the lost poem, !/ for he mentions 
it in ~he prologue to his romance, ciig~s, a poem strikingly 
similar to the Tristan story in general. 
. -
' TWo .other important French fragments have also survived, 
. . . / 
thanks to the painstaking work of Bedier, the nineteenth cen~ 
tury authority on ancient French literature. These fragments 
are the works of Thomas, · an Anglo-Norman, who wrote between 
. / .. . . . '.·• . - . . .... .. , ' ' ' . . . . 
2 Joseph Bedier, Le Roman de Tristan et Iseut (Paris, 19, Rue 
Bonaparte, 19, iiO date given, H• Piazza, Editeur) Preface de 
Gaston Paris, pg. xi 
3 Urban Tigner Holmes, J;r., A History of Old French Literature 
from.!!!!. . Ori~ins ,:!!2 ~ (1)urham, N.C.-;-The Seeman Printery 
D'37), pg. I 0 
4 chre"tien de Troyes, :Pot~d.es Choisie·s (N.Y., F. s. crofts, 1 41) 
3 
I 1155 and 1178, and Beroul, a Continental Norman, whose writing 
was done in the latter half of the twelfth century. The work 
of the two authors contains about three thousand or so verses 
in all. 
Other lesser versions appeared in this early period. 
Marie de France wrote a lai entitled Chievref'eu:i.i, a short 
piece referring to Tristan's exile from the court of Mark. An 
Anglo-Norman work called ~ Folie Tristan, depending upon the 
work of Thomas, appeared at the close of the twelfth century, 
narrating how Tristan gained entrance to Iseut's chamber in 
the guise of a madman. Holmes mentions that an English poem, 
the nonnei des amanz, also of the twelfth century, contains an 
episode referring to Tristan. 5/ The works just mentioned are 
. -
fitting testimonies to the growing popularity of the Tristan 
story in its early period. 
I haye already mentioned Bldier as the author to whom we 
! 
are indebted for the recognition of ,the Thomas and Be'roul ver-
sions. His work is of such. great importance in the evolution 
of the story that it cannot be allowed to pass without more 
than a casual mention. Bedier took the best elements from 
both Blroul and Thomas and wove them into a noble prose tale. 
Although his work is of the nineteenth century, he has con-
served the old forms of language and the archaic phraseology 
. .used by writers in the twelfth century. His version relates 
5 Urban .Tigner H~~~~ • . J~~' 'A Histori of oid French Literature 
from ~ or1ins ,:!:2 .~ (l}urnam, • ~. ~e Seeman Prin-cery ~ 
D'3'7)' !I ~g. l 2 
4 
the childhood of Tristan, his kidnapping by Norwegian traders, 
the discovery of his relation to Mark, and the ensuing battle 
with le Morault. The story continues with the well-known po-
tion incident, the trials and misadventures of the lovers, 
Tristan's madness, his marriage to Iseut of the White Hands, 
and his death followed by the death ot Iseut of Ireland. It 
is full of medieval pageantry and local color, mighty deeds of 
ar.ms and melodrama. It can be truthfully asserted that B6dier 
brought to life the old, almost forgotten works of the two 
medieval .writers and created from the fragments of their works 
a con~inuous whole. 
"The Tristan legend spread into other countries, notably 
Gerin.an.Y, where, in 1210 Gottfried von straussbourg worked on a 
version which he left untiuished at his death. His work is 
complete -up to the point in the story where Tristan is debating 
whether or not he -shall marry Iseut of Brittany • . The -work of 
Got~fried was unsuccessfully finished by at least three authors 
UlrfO,~ ·~ von TUrheim in -1240, Heinrich von ~reiberg in 1300, and 
;:; 
an unknown writer. Before Gottfried's time ~nether _compatriot, 
Eil~art von Oberge, wrote a Tristant in about 1170 or 1180 
;;., . . " . ' . ' ., ' 
ba~~d. :" on. . the Bero-gl,work." !/ Maynardier mentions also "a 
... 
Norse, prose version of 1226 which carries the story a~ to 
the ~ .. ~nd, and . also an English version, §.!!: Tristrem, dating 
~ !. : ' ·• 
from the last . decade of the thirteenth century •1' JJ 
6 Howard Maynardier, The Arthi! of the English Poets (Cambridg , 
i:The Riverside Press-;-Iio7·) • ps-;-""1'5'4" 
7 -Ibid., pg. 155 
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In about 1221 there appeared a Frehch prose Tristram by 
/ . / Elie de Boron• based perhaps upon the lost poem by Chretien. 8 
This was amplified during the course of the thirteenth century 
in such a way that it became more and more closely allied with 
the Arthurian legend. During the course of time many incident 
were ehanged, · including the end of the story. Instead ot dyi 
of despair because Iseut of Ireland does not came to see 
his death-bed, Tristram is treacherously slain by Mark. This 
version appears later in Malory. 
The most famous early version of the legend appears in 
Malory's Morte dtArthur, a medieval romance of epic scope writ 
ten during the sunset period of the Age of Chivalry, that is, 
about 1470. This work of Maloryts was the principal source of 
Tennyson's Idylls of~ Kin€$. Maloryts treatment of the 
Tristram is about the worst version that has come down to us. 
Although Malory wrote in . the fifteenth century when some idea~ 
ism still remained in the literature, his conception of Sir 
Tristram is anything but complimentary. The glorification of 
knighthood is dfmmed when seen in the person of the adulterous 
Tristram. He performs mighty deeds and seems otherwise perfec 
in his behavior, but Malory cleverly gives us the impression 
that this knight is not so good as he is supposed to be. He, 
as Tennyson did later, shows that the corruption of Arthurian 
society is caused by the degeneration of morality at court. 
He, too, describes the disruption and disintegration of the 
laws of chivalry and makes Tristram one of the cruder knights 
6 
of the Round Table. A new spirit can be seen in this treat-
ment of the story. Perhaps this atmosphere of cynicism can be 
plausibly accounted for, since it is the work of a man of the 
world who knew men and women and all the weaknesses to which 
humanity is subject. 
Edmund Spenser, during the Elizabethan Age, also mani-
fested interest in the old romance. In the sixth book of the 
Faerie queene he presented a portrait of Tristram at the age 
of seventeen, a well-grown youth versed in hunting and harping. 
Spenser had no evident reason fo~ introducing Tristram unless 
it were to add to the general interest of the poem by intro-
ducing one of the best-loved figures of the old romances. It i 
a matter of conjecture as to whether Tristram would have played 
a more important part in the Faerie Queena had the poem been 
completed. 
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the old 
romances went out of style. This was because of the various 
influences of Puritanism and Neo-Classicism. It is not until 
the early nineteenth . century that we come upon an important 
revival of interest in medievalism. This was due to the work 
of sir Walter scott, an early romanticist, who lived up to the 
characteristics of his school in his interest in · the far-away 
and the ancient. In 1805 he finished the old thirteenth 
century poem, sir Tristram, a work written in the lowland 
scotch or northern English dialect. His work was so well ao-
complished that it is hard to tell where the original writer 
lef't of'f' and scott began. This work of Scott acted as an im-
portant prologue to the later writings of the Victorian poets. 
Thus can be seen the gradual evolution of this medieval 
romance. It started as a crude, oral version with Celtic and 
Pictish origins, sprang into fame through the work of the 
. . . ' . . / 
French romanciers such as Chretien de Troyes and his contempo-
raries, became a part of the romance literature of Germany, 
and received treatment at the hands of' both Renaissance and 
Romantic writers. The next chapter will deal with fairly 
modern interpretation and analysis starting with the work or 
Alfred Tennyson. 
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CHAPTER II 
ALFRED TENNYSON'S THE LAST -=TO .... URN.......,..· ,AME .... ·__,.NT-. 
---
Tennyson was the first major poet in comparatively modern 
times t~ consider the Arthurian legend. In his Idylls ~ ~ 
~ he ·related the entire story of the son of Uther Pendragon 
and the great figures at the court of Csmelot. His interest 
in the Arthurian legend had manifested itself even in his boy-
hood when he became acquainted with the work of Malory • The 
latter piece undoubtedly furnished the material from which the 
Idyiis ~ere created. 
The Tristram story as treated by Tennyson is a sordid 
affair. With the exception of one love scene between Tristram 
and I sol t of Ireland the whole poem .. is overshadowed by an 
atmosphere of immorality. It must not be forgotten that . 
Tennyson was a moralist and that he was a Victorian. He was 
not so stiff-necked as others among his group, but he was a 
true product of his age in that he refused to sanetio» anything 
that suggested illicit relations. His purpose in Writing the 
Idylls as a whole was to show the progress of man from the 
beast state to the spiritual• The only way in which progress 
could be sustained was in the maintenance of a society based 
upon the sanctity of the marriage state. Monogamy was to be 
considered as the ideal form of relation between the sexes, 
and the breakup of this system would mean total disintegration 
of both state and society. This decay once inaugurated in 
9 
the core of society, in this case the court,, would soon bring 
about a general rottenness in the entire area under the juris-
diction of the central power. 
It is in ~ ~ Tournament that this theory becomes 
evident. Tennyson wished to show the court of Arthur at its 
worst. He therefore chose the love affair of Tristram and 
Isolt to illustrate to what depth a man can sink once he is in 
the grip of an unlawful passion. Tennyson does not treat 
Tristram as the old romances did. He strips away the glitter-
ing shell of noble knighthood, tearing with it any sympathy 
that we might have for the hapless plight of the lovers. In-
stead, we see a Tristram who is sullied with evil and who takes 
as a prize the carcanet of rubies which was supposed to sym-
bolize purity of soul as well as prowess in the lists. He is 
pictured as nothing more than a beast, a creature of elementary 
desires, not only unfaithful to both wife and mistress, but 
willing to take any woman who would offer herself to him, 
notably the wife of Sir segwarides. 
His physical bravery is minimized in the face of his 
Bohemian characteristics. This is not the Tristram of the 
romans d•aventure who was noble and forthright. It is but the 
shell of a character, and an unpleasant one at that. He has 
no respect for Isolt of Ireland, and she knows it, for she 
asks him, "What dame or damsel have ye kneel'd to last?" He 
has a butterfly love life, flitting from one woman to another, 
loving one and leaving her for someone else who seems more 
10 
fair. His is a ngather-ye-rosebuds-while-ye~ayn philosophy. 
As he rides to see Isolt and to present to her the carcanet 
of rubies, he joyfully sings of the mutability of love. 
Free love--free field--we love but while we may. 
The woods are hush'd, their music is no more; 
The leaf is dead, the yearning past away. 
New leaf, new life--the days of frost are oter; 
New life, new love, to suit the newer day; 
New loves are sweet as those that went before. 
Free love--free field--we love but while we may. !/ 
This song shows his opinion of love. He thinks of the lady of 
the moment who, in this case, happens to be Mark's wife, but 
he also lets us know that he is willing to follow any fair 
face, provided it interests him. He rejoices in his desire to 
take advantage of every moment available for love-making. 
only at one time during ~ Last .;:To;,o..;.u.r_n_am;;;;.;;e.;;;;n-.t does Tristram 
experience anything resembling conscience pangs. He falls 
asleep in an old trysting-plaee and dreams of the two Isolts. 
They struggle over the carcanet of rubies. Isolt of Brittany 
shows to him the blood-stained hand of Isolt of Ireland. He 
awakens to the sound of weeping and discovers a woman sobbing 
for her departed lover. ·At this point Tristram is momentarily 
reminded of Isolt of Brittany, the wife whom he has so basely 
deserted. But his cynicism returns when he tells the woman 
not to sp~il herself with tears, for should her lost lover 
return he would be displeased with her tarnished beauty. 
1 w • . cT. Rc;>lfe' Ed. , Po~tic . and :Drama:tio works of i.ord Alf:ted 
Teg§fson, Cambridge Edition (Cambridge, The ~vers1de Press 
18 ' pg. 426 
11 
It is with almost a sigh of relie:f' that we read or Tris-
tram's death at the hands of the outraged Mark. We :feel that 
• 
he receives only a . just reward for his adulterous deeds. 
Tennyson certainly painted a black picture o:f' Tristram. 
He doubtlessly fulfilled his purpose o:f' showing the down:f'all 
of society caused by a dissolute nobility::~- This section of the 
.. ····,. 
Idylls more than any other demonstrated Tennyson's idea of the 
preservation o:f' a nation by moral means. His moralistic, 
didactic purpose expressed in the allegory of the piece de-
cidedly spoiled any element of pure beauty that might have 
otherwise been present. He was so intent upon his moral 
demonstrations that he turned both characters and events ac-
cording to his own tastes. The story of the ruby necklace was 
his own invention. The events, originally found in Malory, 
were rearranged not only for . artistic purposes but to show the 
growth of corruption at the court. It is to be also noted that 
Tennyson ami tted any mention of the love philtre. This omissio 
was undoubtedly intentional, for in the old romances the philtr \ 
introduced the idea of tate taking a hand in the downfall o:f' 
Tristram and Isolt. This Tennyson did not intend. He wanted 
to show that the affair came into being because its main 
characters were simply brutal creatures capable o:f' only basic 
animal desires. Clearly, the philtre would have spoiled his 
exposition of this fact. 
Thus we see the first modern interpretation of the old 
romance. t was accom 
12 
anything suggesting a slight moral irregularity would have 
been greeted with shocked surprise. Tennyson, a product of 
this conventional era, considered the downfall of medievalism 
as being caused by some moral evil. He therefore set about to 
g~ve a cross-section of Arthurian society, the most perfect 
example of life in the Middle Ages. He transformed the crude 
elements of medievalism into a form which would suit the 
conservative nineteenth century. His characters really belong 
to the nineteenth century. They were furnished with sufficient 
color to give them an air of belonging to the Arthurian period, 
yet a glance beneath the glittering trappings would suffice to 
ascertain that the lords and ladies are really members of 
nineteenth century soeiety4t 
13 
CHAPTER III 
. . 
MATTHEW ARNOLD'S TRISTRAM: ~ ISEULT 
students of literature will be apt to criticize my dis-
cussing The Last Tournament before dealing with Arnold ' 's 
--
Tristram~ Iseult. Chronologically, Arnold's work on t he 
Tristram legend precedes Tennyson's treatment by about twenty 
years. Actually, however, Tennyson began working on his Ar-
thurian material as early as 1832 when the be~:utiful Lady .9.!: 
Shalott was published. The publication of this poem marks the 
genesis of the great bulk of the Idylls which covered the en-
tire scqpe of the "mati~re de Bretagne" with ·whloh The Last 
- . 
Tournament is so closely united. Therefore, I feel jus tified 
in having made the statement at the beginning of Chapter II in 
which I assigned to Tennyson the position of being the first 
major poet in comparatively modern times to give an important 
treatment to the Arthurian legend as a whole. I consider that 
I am not mistaken in treating the Tennyson version of the Tris-
tram story before the lesser work of Matthew Arnold. 
Arnold's Tris ram~ Iseult, like the rest of his poetry, 
is touched with a feeling of sorrow and despair. The bright 
colors seen in Tennyson's version are not so vigorously ap-
plied here. In this work Arnold relies for his effect of sad-
ness upon a new emphasis given to the character of Iseult of 
Brittany, the real heroine of the poem. 
14 
Tinker and Lowry Y tell us that ''in all probability 
Arnold consulted Dunlop's History when he began to look into 
the sources and origins of the tale. The influence of Dunlop 
is seen in many points, notably, in Dunlop's dislike of Iseult' 
treatment of Brangien whom Arnold accordingly omitted from his 
story." In addition to the material gleaned from Dunlop, 
Arnold mentions another source • . In a letter, dated May 1, 1853 
and sent to Arthur Hugh Clough, Arnold writes that "his version 
comes from a series of articles entitled 'Les poemes gallois 
and les romans de la Table-Rondet by Theodore de la Villamarqu~ 
which appeared in the Revue !!::, Paris •" y 
The poem opens in Brittany where the wounded Tristram 
lies dying. He has sent a message to Queen Iseult of Cornwall, 
begging her to come to him and awaits her reply. As he longs 
for the arrival of his beloved, delirium comes upon him, and 
the events of his past life appear .once again. Scene after 
scene returns. Once more he drinks the magic draught which 
brought him love and madness. Again he seeks forbidden trysts 
with Iseult i~ the pleasaunce walks at Tyntagel, and once more 
, · -,.· 
he is banished from the court. The figure of the lovely, or-
phaned Iseult of Brittany comes to h~ as he first saw her. 
Then follow exploits of battl·i9 where he struggle.s f'o r King 
Arthur in the wars with Rome. He sees his return to Brittany 
. . 
1 C. B. Tinker and H. F. Lowry, Poetcy of Matthew Arnold 
(New York, The Oxford University Press~l94b) pg. 167 
2 Ibid., pg. 108 
15 
and the vision of Iseult of Ireland which he beheld in a quiet 
pool. This fancied reflection in the water is another inventio 
of Arnold, and occurs no place else in the legend• Then Tris-
tram awakens to recognize Iseult--not the Iseult he desires--
but his pale, lovely, youthful wife who has been keeping vigil 
by the sick-bed and who has perhaps been listening to his un-
conscious ravings. Tenderly he bids her to rest and asks that 
she kiss the children for him. At this point we come upon not 
only one of the most important changes made by Arnold, the 
mention of the children, but a passage of tender beauty, as 
fragile in its conception as the very children of whom he 
writes. It is a passage which plays upon the emotions of the 
reader and, paradoxically enough, one with which the lovers 
have no immediate connection. I refer to the lines which 
describe the sleeping children of Iseult of the White Hands who 
enters the moonlit chamber where they lie. 
It shines upon the blank white walls, 
And on the snowy pillow falls, 
And on two angel-heads doth play 
Turn'd to each other--the eyes closed, 
The lashes on the cheeks reposed. 
Round each sweet brow the oap close-set 
Hardly lets peep the golden hair; 
Through the soft-open'd lips the air 
scarcely moves the coverlet. 
One little wandering arm is thrown 
At random on the counterpane, 
And often the fingers close in haste 
As i:f their baby-owner 9hased 
The butterflies again. y 
-- - 3 James Stephens, Edwin L• Beck, . and Royall H. Snow, Editors, 
Victorian and Later English Poets (Boston, American Book 
company, 1~) pp.$35--536 
16 
Iseult of Ireland arrives unhindered by her noble rival. 
The Queen appears to be a great woman but one who is weary 
and faint from travel and sick with grief. She has with great 
difficulty fled from the feasts and riotous laughter of 
Trotagel. At this point we note the poet's second important 
change in the Tristram story. Arnold allows his lovers one 
last, brief meeting before they die. Yet, the final dialogue 
of the lovers is quite unimpassioned. The lines are mild and 
laboured at the very point where the poem should take fire and 
blaze with medieval splendor. But even with an opportunity 
like this~ Arnold remains the serious-minded poet who might be 
writing a pessimistic philosophy into his poetry. We feel that 
the love dialogue is a criticism of life itself. ·The cold and 
distant Arnold h~self seems to be speaking tram the lips of 
Tristram and Iseult. His failure here makes the whole poem 
appear lifeless. 
I mentioned at the beginning -of this chapter that Matthew 
Arnold's Tristram~ Iseult is not so highly colored as 
Alfred Tennyson's lli Last Tournament. However, we do come 
upon occasional spots of bright color in the Tristram and Iseul • 
-
A touch of medievalism makes itself tel t in the ·roam where the 
dead lovers lie. This is achieved by means of a flapping . 
tapestry on the wall. The arras, an invention of the poet, re-
presents the young Tristram hunting the boar. 
The air of the December night 
steals coldly around the chamber bright, 
Where those lifeless lovers be; 
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swinging with it, in the light 
Flaps the ghostlike tapestry. 
And on the arras wrought you see 
A stately Huntsman, clad in green, 
And round him a fresh forest-scene. 
On that clear forest-knoll he stays, 
With his pack round him and delays. 
He stares and stares, with troubled face, 
At this huge, gleam-lit fireplace, 
At that bright iron~figured door, . 
And those blown rushes on the floor. !/ 
Tinker and Lowry believe that "this passage may have been sug-
gested to the poet consciously or unconsciously by Byron's The 
. -
Siege 2! Corinth where Francesca appears before Alp on the eye 
of battle. This passage was one of Arnold's favorites." ~/ 
The young hunter in the tapestry seems to gaze out in wonder 
upon the "mullioned windows clear" and then upon the knight and 
lady. 
The last part of the poem concerns Iseult of Brittany who 
is the actual heroine of this version. It is she in whom 
Arnold is most interested. Arnold's conception of the charac-
ter of this girl is quite different from that of the writers 
of earlier and more modern versions. In the old stories Iseult 
of the White Hands was mean and petty--the tool of an all-
absorbing hatred. Arnold pictures her as a noble, great-souled 
woman of extraordinary forbearance. I admit Tristram could not 
give her a love which belonged to another, but he has the 
deepest respect for her. His esteem for Iseult of Brittany is 
not to be found at all in other versions. After her husband's 
4 Ibid., pg. 538 
' J ' • • 
5 C. B. Tinker and H. F. Lowry, Poetry 2! Matthew Arnold {New York. The Oxford University Press. 1940) pg. 114 
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death the young wife consoles herself by caring for her chil-
dren. This task, engrossing as it i~, brings her only a par-
tial solace. 
And is she happy? Does she see unmoved 
The days in which she might have lived and loved -
Slip without bringing· bliss slowly away, . 
one after one, tomorrow like today? . 
~oy has not found her yet, nor ever will.----!/ 
It is a lonely existence that this girl leads with only her 
" 
children, tll.~ grey-haired seneschal, her women, and Sir Tri$-
tramts aged hound for company. 
I have intimated that Arnold thought poetry should be a 
criticism of lite. This poem offers him the opportunity to 
express in a rather sardonic manner his reaction to the passion 
experienced by all lovers. The undeserved fate of Iseult of 
Brittany vexed him to such an extent that he wrathfully exclaUw , 
And yet, I swear, it angers me to see 
How this fool passion gulls .men potently; 
Being, in truth, but a diseased unrest, 
And an unnatural overheat at best. 
How they are full of languor and distress 
Not having it; which when they do possess, 
They straightway are burnt up with fume and care, 
And spend their lives in posting here and there 
Where this plague drives them; and have little ease, 
Are furious with themselves and hard to please. 1/ 
I think that Arnold's treatment of the old tale is delight ~ 
fully original particularly his novel manner of presenting the 
second.· Iseul t. .His intentional omission of Brangien is apt to 
- be confusing. -If one were unfamiliar with older versions of 
6 ~~es Steph~ns, Edwin L• Beck, and ROYall He Snow, Editors, 
Victorian and Later English Poets (Boston, American Book 
Company, 1~) pg. 539 . 5 0 7 Ib1d., pg. 4 
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the legend he would be unable to account for the fact that the 
phial from which Tristram and Iseult drank contained a magic 
brew intended for only King M~rc. Brangien, in other accounts 
of the lovers, has plotted and planned their secret trysts. 
Often her timely warnings have saved them from Marc and his 
spies. But Brangien is left out of Arnold's account of the 
plesaunce walks, and the poet gives no reason for the realiza-
tion by the lovers that they have been betrayed. Arnold's 
characters, like those of Tennyson, are nineteenth century men 
and women in their thoughts and feelings, yet we detect a 
flavor of medievalism here and there. The castle, the arras, 
and the rushes on the floor of the moonlit chamber all lend a 
highly colorful, almost Keatsian touch to the poem. It is too 
bad that Matthew Arnold didn't maintain throughout the poem the 
richness of description and the profusion of color and brilliant 
phrase which appear only too seldom in the work. The Tristram 
and Iseult itself is characteristic of Arnold in its intellec-
-
tual slant. There is the usual tinge of melancholy and sadness 
which we find so often in this poet's work. It is quiet, re-
strictive, and almost totally lacking in exuberance in contrast 
to the highly emotional Swinburne version which I shall discuss 
in a later chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RICHARD WAGNER'S TRISTAN ~ ISOLDE 
I should like to introduceWagner by saying he is the most 
significant figure in opera. It is customary to speak of him a 
a reformed composer in the operatic field, because with him 
opera took on an entirely new point of view. In the pre• 
' Wagnerian opera, arias, recitatives, and ensemble numbers made 
the individual singer the character of most importance. This 
tended to discourage any semblance of dramatic continuity. The 
early opera was written chiefly as a vehicle for the singer, 
and the librettist didn't have much of a function. Wagner 
changed all this. He hit upon a very ingenious way of solving 
the problem by associating with important things in the plot--
be they characters, ideas, bits of motivation or underlying 
thoughts of the characters--certain melodic phrases and then 
repeating those phrases whenever the ideas or personnages 
represented by them recurred. This system of Wagner's was 
called a system of leading motives. Not only did they serve 
to give the entire music-drama a most remarkable feeling of 
musical unity, but more important, dramatically, they served 
a valuable psychological purpose in calling to mind elements 
of the drama not directly narrated or enacted upon the stage. 
wagner wanted the libretto, which formerly had been nothing 
more than doggerel verses, to have real -literary value. His 
only solution to this problem was to write his own librettos. 
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He, thus, has earned for himself a rather high literary value, 
although his literature has never equalled in excellence his 
music. It is fortunate that this great German composer saw 
in the Tristan story possibilities for its adaptation· to the 
operatic stage. 
The Tristan ~ Isolde was first produced in 1865, but 
the libretto was probably composed between 1857 and 1859. 1J 
Wagner unquestionably knew Gottfried's Tristan und Isolde, but 
his is not merely a dramatization of the older poet's work. 
Wagner also seems to have been acquainted with other medieval 
poets, both German and French. Houston stewart Chamberlain 
points out .that "certain verses follow almost word for word 
Thomas le Trouvere", ~/but, in my Qpinion, Wagner's treatment 
has produced a poem comparatively original. Not Isolde's 
mother, as in Gottfried, but Isolde herself has healed Tristan 
in his first visit to Ireland. Wagner's is the only modern , 
version where both Tristan and Isolde fall in love before the 
drinking of the love-potion. In some of the older French 
versions, including the B~dier, I sense that the lovers had a 
feeling stronger than affection for one another, but a feeling 
which could not be brought to any climax because of Tristan's 
vow to the King . of Cornwall. Wagne~' s lovers adore one anothe~ 
so pas"sionately that Tristan does not even dare to approach 
1 Howard Maynardier, The Arthur of the Eng1ish Poets (Cambridfe, 
The Riverside Press~907) pg.~9~ 
2 
' . . . . . -
Houston Stewart Chamberlain1 The Wagnerian Drama (New 'York, The John Lane company, 19l5J pg; 92 
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Isolde while they are aboard ship en route to Cornwall, and 
Isolde hates Tristan for bringing her to another man to wed. 
Tristan's persistent refusal to see her has only aggravated her 
unhappiness. She is desperate at the thought of her enforced, 
loveless marriage. It is not, then, the accidental drinking of 
the presumable wine which causes love to creep unsuspectingly 
into their hearts; their love needed no magic elixir to set it 
aflame. When Isolde presents the oup to Tristan he has already 
guessed her intentions and knows it is poison which she offers. 
Yet he is glad to end the gr.ief with which his heart is op-
pressed. He drinks, but before he has finished, Isolde snatche 
the cup from him and drains it to the dregs. But the two are 
granted not the longed-for death and end of' sorrow but lif'e and 
unhappiness, because Brangaene, unwilling to see her mistress 
die, has substituted the love potion for the poison. 
The condition on which the action of' the poem depends, 
namely the death potion, is entirely Wagner's own poetic inven-
tion. None of the earlier poems speak of a death-potion, but 
only of a love potion. At the moment of drinking, Tristan and 
Isolde are convinced that death will overtake them in a few 
moments. For the f'irst time they are able to look into each 
other's eyes with undisguised truthfulness. In Chamberlain's 
opinion "the death-potion is the lever whereby Wagner trans-
poses the whole action from without to within~-so that hence-
f'orth the drama consists only of' what passes in the innermost 
souls of' Tristan and Isolde•" ~/Wagner's music-drama differs 
3 Ibid.' :pg. 98 
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from any other drama by his use of' leitmotif' which I have al-
ready discussed. Through the mediation of' music one soul is 
enabled to speak to the other; without music such action could 
not be represented. 
. In the second act we learn that the King has gone on a 
hunt, and Isolde impatiently awaits the arrival of' her lover. 
Brangaene tears the hunt may be merely a ruse planned by Sir 
Melot. Heedless of admonition Isolde gives the signal for 
Tristan to come by extinguishing the torch burning at her door-
way. Brangaene, watching from the tower, sings a song of warn-
ing at the approach of day. The lovers then sing of' bliss-
bringing night, and of their hatred for day which causes sorrow 
and separation, and of' death which would bring freedom. It is 
the famous Q sink herneider, Nacht ~ Leibe. 
0 longed-for, ever-
lasting Nightl 
Love's ·all-healing, 
holy Nightl . 
Whom once with its laughter 
thy darkness has fled, 
how can he wake thereafter 
to daylight without dread? 
But dread, with thy sweetness, 
now set us above, 
0 bitterly burned-for 
death-by-love I 
0 warmly wind us 
at thy heart, 
o hallow now and bind us 
f'ro.m aw~kening's woe apart. !/ 
The lovers are interrupted by Marke and Sir Melot. The latter 
--· 
4 Richard Wagner, Tristan~ Isolde (London, David Nutt, pub-
lisher; Alfred Forman, translator; 1898} pg. 46 
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rushes at Tristan .with drawn sword. Tristan pretends to re-
spond to the attack of his false friend and is mortally wounded 
The last act shows the wounded knight in his ancestral 
castle, Kareol, in Brittany where he awaits the coming of 
Isolde. Wagner is probably imitating Arnold when he grants the 
lovers one last meeting before the death of Tristan. There is 
very little action in this last act, but the music and poetry 
are beautiful. · rsolde finally does a~rive, and the scene is 
known as the love-death which culminates -in the death of the 
lovers. The faithful Kurvenal in avenging the death of his 
master kills Melot but is himself mortally wounded. The music-
drama closes with King Markets blessing pronounced upon the dea • 
Thus in Wagner we see the lovers passionately in love 
before Isolde even left Ireland and willing to die for that 
love. Never for one instant does the idea of dishonor ever 
sully its purity. Wagner alone has used the leitmotif which 
reveals to the audience the "inner man" which becomes the most 
important part of the action. InWagner there is no Isolde of 
the White Hands, and Tristan never marries as he does in the 
Tennyson and Arnold versions. In no other modern treatment 
does Kurvenal meet hi s death through wreaking vengeance for 
his master. Marke is presented .as a kind but rather pathetic 
figure even in the scene where Tristan receives his mortal 
wound. The King is deeply grieved but not angry when he thinks 
that his nephew has betrayed his trust. In conclusion, I 
should like to say that Wagner's version is not a work of 
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outward action. It is rather a study or emotions--a subtl~, 
psychological work of feeling. This delicate analysis or the 
lovers' experiences, the stress laid upon the subjective rather 
than the purely objective point of view, strikes a new note in 
the interpretation of the formerly crude, medieval narration. 
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CHAPTER V 
~· 
ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE'S TRISTRAM Q! LYONESSE 
In the days of Swinburne's youth when he associated 
closely with Rossetti, Morris, and Burna-Jones, the legend of 
Tristram and Iseult was often discussed and it was tacitly con-
ceded to be destined for extensive treatment by Swinburne. !f 
Like Tennyson his interest in this old legend dated back to his 
boyhood; the story had haunted his imagination since his stu-
dent days at Eton. Nicolson tells us that "he made several 
attempts before the first published fragments of the work ap-
peared in 1858. In 1871 he tackled the subject again and pro-
duced the magnificent invocation to love which we read today 
as the Prelude.But it was not until the summer of 1881 that he 
set himself seriously to .the task of completion. The poem was 
finally finished in 1882 and published a few weeks after the 
performance of wagner's Tristan und Isolde in London." y 
In the opinion of Samuel Chew, eminent literary scholar, 
"Swinburne seems to have made no direct use of either Eilhart 
von Oberge or Gottfried." ~ This is not surprising since he 
had no interest in Ger.man literature. Fortunately he rejects 
1 Edmund Gosse, The Life ot Algernon Charles Swinburne (New 
York, The Macm!IIan Company, 1917) PS• 261 
2 Harold Nicolson, Swinburne {New York, The Macmillan Company, 
1926) PP• 177--178 
3 samuel c. Chew, Swinburne ( Boston, Little, Brown, and co., 
1929) pg. 168 
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the Malory-Tennyson form of the death scene in favor of that 
used in earlier versions, although he does borrow several de-
tails from Malory. · Chew also tells us that "the Middle English 
Sir Tristram in Sir Walter Scott's edition was his prtmary 
source." 4/ · Maynardier states that "in his title Swinburne 
- . . 
follovvs the Befoul version when he makes Lyonesse Tristram's 
native lapd~ He follows the latter version, again, when he 
makes Tristram and Iseult guests of Lanoelot at Joyous Garde 
But in giving the love potion lasting power he follows the 
Thomas version as he also does in making Tristram receive his 
mortal wound from his namesake, a Tristram of Brittany." ~ 
I have shown that Tennyson's treatment of the legend was 
possessed of an inordinate didacticism. But the sensual Swin-
burne stressed pre-Raphaelite fleshliness. He was deeply in-
fluenced by the French Parnassians of the nineteenth century, 
.. . '· 
for he directed English::::-poetry to the French conception of art 
for artts sake. (art pour l'art} He reveled in the music of 
words as Tristram ~ Lyonesse ~hows, but his slavery to words 
has spoiled the Tristram as a narrative. 
The fundamental purpose of SWinburne's poem is the glori-
fication of love. Love is exalted in the long Prelude with 
its jewelled enumeration of the Zodiac of famous lovers, and 
the love theme is faithfully sustained throughout the work. 
The Tristram of lwinburne is broader in scope than that of 
4 . Ibid.' pg. 168; 
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Tennyson. The latter uses one little incident which serv~s to 
expound his ideas, but Swinburne's poem alludes to the fatal 
loves of Roland and Blanchefleur, the father and mother of 
Tristram; makes reference to Tristram's mission to Ireland; 
and describes fully the inevitable drinking of the love-
draught. It then progresses through the years of Tristram's 
amorous delight with Iseult of Ireland to the "maiden marriage" 
after his banishment from Cornwall; it graphically pictures the 
vigil of the Irish Iseult at Tintagel; and concludes with the 
sail episode and death of the lovers. 
I have said that the theme of the poem is love. In this 
poem all nature is absorbed in the same passion--birds, beasts, 
sea, and woodland. The wave is a "·sharp sweet kiss" upon Tris-
tram's arm. With Swinburne the episode of the philtre is the 
motivating force. The bright, innocent girlishness of Iseult 
and the simple heroism of Tristram before the drinking of the 
draught are brought into sharp contrast with their delight and 
sneer abandonment in danger and storm and their delirious joy 
when they have drunk the fateful wine, and its fire is coursing 
through their veins. One of the finest passages in the poem is 
that which describes the drinking of the love potion. The 
passage is too long to quote in full. · 
And with light lips yet full ,of their swift smile 
And hands that w:ist not though they dug a grave, 
Undid the hasps of gold, and drank and gave, 
And he drank after, a deep glad kingly draught; 
And all their life changed in them, for they quaffed 
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Death; if it be death so to drink, and fare 
As men who change and are what these twain were. ~/ 
Never for one moment does this poet accuse the lovers. Like 
Wagner in his music-drama SWinburne purposes by means of the 
fateful potion to remove all blame from the unlucky pair and 
to arouse our sympathy and respect for the helpless victims. 
Thus we behold in the first episode of the poem the birth of 
passion--but a passion which fate alone has grimly thrust upon 
Tristram and Iseult; and which causes them to say, as in the 
old French romances, that it is their death which they have 
drunk. · 
It is the Saracen knight, Palomides, from whom Tristram 
rescues la belle Iseult, who unwittingly affords the lovers an 
opportunity to become reunited after Iseult's marriage in 
cornwall. After rescuing his beloved from the heathen, Palo-
midas, Tristram retreats with Iseult to a fair and sweet bower 
in the woods, where for three months they reign as king and 
queen in the forest. This second .episode, then, represents the 
fulfillment of their love. Chew says that "the exalted eroti-
cism of the second canto has been praised by many critics~" 1/ 
When Tristram is banished from Mark's court his utter 
loneliness leads him to wander desultorily for three years 
around the world. Often his thoughts dwell upon the mysteries 
of life. He comes to the conclusion that man is bound inex-
6 Algernon Charles Swinburne, Tristram of iionesse and otper 
Poems (London, Chatto. and Windus, 18a!T pg. 39 -
7 
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orably to the laws of nature and must ever be subservient to 
these forces, since no escape is possible ~or him. Tristram's 
mental superiority causes him to accept this bondage and to 
form .a kind of spiritual kinship with nature. Only in Swin-
burne have I noticed this introduction of philosophic meditatio~. 
such thought is, of course, a bit incongrous with the medieval 
legend. We feel that the poet has introduced a bit of his own 
philosophy of life here •-
Eventually Tristram comes to Brittany, the home of Iseult 
of the· vVhite Hands. This sinless, sixteen-year old maiden feel~ 
passion run through her limbs for the first time upoh meeting 
Tristram. She notices how the name Iseult affects him and 
thinks that he is grieving for a dead, loved one, probably his 
sister. Her."pity only increases her love for him. Again fate 
complicates matters when Tristram marries Iseult of the White 
Hands. Only too late he experiences the shame of a broken vow. 
He muses upon the events which have culminated in his expulsion 
from Gornwalle: He is loath to go to the bridal bower of Iseult 
ot Brittany and makes his spirit and flesh vassals to his will. 
Fierce regret 
And bitter loyal.~y strove hard at strife .. 
With amorous pity toward the tender wife 
That wife indeed might never be, to wear 
.The very crown of wedlock; never bear 
Children, to watch and worship her white hair 
When time should change, with hand more soft than snow, 
.The :rashion of its glory. §./ . . 
The :passian in the poem really reaches its height in the 
fifth canto, "Iseult at Tintagel". Ina high tower overlooking 
8 .Al~ern1on Charles . SWinburn~~ Trist):am_q~ Lyowse and Other Poems London, Ghatta and windus, ee;q-pg,. · . - · 
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the sea, while the drunken Mark carouses in the hall below, 
Iseult keeps vigil on the very night of her lover's marriage. 
To the accompaniment of wind and waves she prays for Tristram-· 
now for his eternal salvation even though it be bought at the 
price of her own soul's damnation--now for his prompt return tc 
her here on earth--again for his pardon by God, and finally, a 
second time for reunion here and now. Against the background 
of grey sea and wind Iseult presents an unforgettable and very 
human picture. The elements of nature sing a violent accom-
paniment as she bares her soul in prayer. 
Nay, Lord, I pray thee let him love not me, 
Love me not any more, nor like me die, 
And be no more than such a thing as I. 
Turn his heart from me, lest my love too lose 
Thee as I lose thee, and his fair soul refuse 
For my sake thy fair heaven, and as I fell 
Fall, and be mixed with my soul and with hell. 21 
Yea, since I snrelT love h~, and he sinned 
surely, though not as my sin his be black, 
God, give him to me--God, God, give him back1 10/ 
Iseult's prayer is partly answered, for fate summons Tristram 
from Brittany and grants the lovers a last summer of bliss at 
JOY9US Gard where they are guests of Lancelot. 
A little later in the poem the fate motif becomes increas-
ingly stronger. The love theme still continues, but now we see 
the inexorable hand of fate changing th~ love of Iseult of the 
White Hands to loathing and jealousy. Iseult of Brittany, 
9 Ibid., pg. 89 
10 Ibid., pg. 90 
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wrapped in envy and a cloud of slowly hardening hate, watches 
by the narrow opening of the sea for the return of her husband. 
She, too, prays. 
How long, till thou· do justice, and my wrong 
stand expiate? 0 long-suffering judge, how long? 
Shalt thou not put him in my hand one day 
Whom I so loved, to spare not but to slay? 
Shalt thou not cast her down for me to tread, 
Me, on the pale pride of her humbled head? 1!/ 
At the close of the last canto, the final scene, depict-
ing the dying Tristram, baffled by the puzzle of the white sail 
and the black, is admirably told. There we see the death of 
the lovers brought about by that Isolt whom both had not 
bothered to consider. A greatly chastened Mark who learns 
only t0o late that Iseult and Tristram have been victims of a 
relentless fate, is a better creation than the Mark whom Ten-
nyson and Arnold have given us. 
Chew says u that all competent judges agree that swin-. 
burnets is incomparably the finest rendering of the legend in 
English literature." i2/ Readers who are looking for an epic 
narrative, however, will be disappointed. Swinburne is prone 
to allow his fancy to run riot with him. His imagination is 
apt to become so glutt.ed with the dizzy splendor of \'lords that 
events and characters are lost in vast digressions of descrip-
tion. Unlike Tennyson he has no problem to expound. He is 
11 Ibid., pg. 119 
12 samuel c. Chew, Swinburne (Boston, Little, Brown, and co., 
1929) pg. 174 
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thoroughly the Romantic in that the amotion of his poam rises 
out of the beauty of words rather than out of the expression 
of thought. Tristram of Lyonesse presents no great truths or 
thoughts or ideals. Only when the poet sings of the sea, or of 
the power and fragileness of love, or of the universality of 
death, or of fate do we get serious reflection. 
The poem concludes on an emotional note, the poet's ex-
pression of Pantheism, the gradual encroachment of the sea on 
the land and the lovers becoming a part of it all. 
For the strong sea hath swallowed wall and tower, 
And where their limbs were laid in woful hour 
For many a. fathom gleams and moves and moans 
The tide that sweeps above their coffined bones . 
In the wrecked chancel by the shivered sh~ine. ~ 
The discussion in this chapter shows clearly that Swin-
burne has given to us a poem of superlative lyricism and beauty. 
It represents the epitome of aestheticism , the outpouring of a 
soul da~zled by the beauty found everywhere in nature and love. 
It is an admirable rendering of the old legend that this poet 
gives to us, a veritable tapestry of love, shot· here and there 
by flashes of passion and hate, and glowing with a strange, 
lyric splendor not to be found in other versions. 
13 Alge+non Charles Swinburne, Tristram of Lyonesse and Other 
Poems (London, Chatto and Windus, 188~ pg. 168 ---
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CHAPTER VI 
THE DRAMATISTS 
~oseph Comyns ~ 
Preeminently an art critic who wrote enthusiastically 
about his subject, Joseph Comyns Carr was also a journalist, 
dramatist, and man of letters. I find it hard to understand 
why so few people of today are familiar even with the author's 
name, because ~oe Carr, as he was known to his intimate friends 
and associates, was one of the most delightful authors of his 
time. He numbered among his friends such well-known figures as 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Sir Edward Burne-Jones, Sarah Bernhardt 
and Ellen Terry. I think it regrettable that Joseph Comyns 
carr's work has been allowed to slip into obscurity. 
The poetic drama, Tristram~ Iseult, appeared in 1906 
only a short while after his publication of King Arthur, anotheJ 
play based on the Arthurian story. I feel that Carr must have 
steeped himself in everything written in both French and Englisl 
pertaining to the "mati~ere de Bretagne" while he was working on 
these two dramas. After reading his Tristram ~ Iseult, I 
have come to the conclusion that it is founded in a measure on 
the Malory version of the old tale. Of Carr's two dramatic 
pieces it is the better. To Joseph Comyns Carr can be given 
credit for the first attempt to dramatize the legend. More 
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recent dramas dealing with the subject have been written by 
Arthur Symons, Thomas Hardy, and John Masefield, but, in my 
opinion, Carr's drama is the most effective. 
Carr's play consists of four acts. It opens in Cornwall 
where the arch-plotters, Arganthael, Tristram's step-mother, 
and Andred, his cousin, are discussing plans for dispatching 
the young knight to Ireland. Tristram, at this moment, lies 
weak and ill from the wound he has received from Moraunt's 
poisoned spear. Arganthael and Andred are lovers, and the 
woman's words to him express her :profound hatred of Cornwall's 
savior. 
If we for our own ends 
Have counselled Tristram's going we have causel 
Doth he not stand as Lord of Lyonesse 
And heir to Mark's whole kingdom, blocking that path 
Which else my sons might scale to win a crown? 
And as for thee dost thou not still recall 
How, in that hour when Moraunt flouted thee, 
His greater daring left upon thy brow 
The brand of coward? 1/ 
These two are not the only ones who hate Tristram. King Mark 
his uncie, desires his death, too, and his thin, bloodless 
lips can scarcely frame the words of :praise when his young 
nephew slays Moraunt. Tristram's noble deeds and prowess have 
won for him the love and ·admiration of the people, and the 
plotters take care lest they arouse the suspicions of both 
court and populace. Mark tells his people that Tristram is 
being sent to Ireland, because only the fair Iseult, whose 
healing hands are famed throughout the world, can help him. 
1 J• Comyns Carr, Tristram and Iseult (London, Duckwortp and 
r'nmpany, 1 906) P-.2:- P. -
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In his own heart the wicked king hopes the trip will prove too 
much for the knight and will culminate in his death. Tristram, 
himself hopes to end the long-existing feud between Cornwall 
and Ireland by wooing King Gorman's child, the fair Iseult, 
for Mark • . 
During his sojourn in Ireland Tristram is soon healed of 
his wounds. He rescues Iseult from the unwelcome attentions of 
the pagan knight, Sir Palamides, and the beautiful princess 
falls in love with him. In Wagner we saw that Isolde and Tris-
tan loved one another passionately before drinking from the 
golden cup. In Carr's version it is Iseult who ardently adores 
Tristrgm, but the latter re.mains faithful to the vow he has 
made to Mark. In Carr's play it is Iseult who prevents her 
mother, Queen oren, from killing Tristram when she discovers 
that he is the slayer of her son, Moraunt. 
Iseult's love for Tristram causes her to seek every op-
portunity to be near her beloved. It is while Iseult is sing-
ing Tristram to sleep that Carr introduces Iseult of .the White 
Hands, who is portrayed not as a real woman, but as a spirit. 
Many people might be critical of what they would consider a 
dramatically unnecessary vision, but it must be remembered 
that Joseph Comyns Carr was a close associate of same of the 
out-standing pre-Raphaelites of his day. Iseult of Brittany 
has an important message for the Irish princess. 
My name is thine, I too am called Iseult, 
Iseult of the White Hands, whose marble touch 
Like thine hath power to heal. And where I dwell, 
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In that far moonlight land towards whose pale coast 
All sails shall run for haven at the last, 
There too at last the sobbing seas shall bear him, 
And thou shalt seek him there. Yet, hearken now 
And store it in thy heart against that hour 
Thou shalt have need of it: whom thou hast healed, 
Though all unknowing, thou shalt wound again; 
Whom thou hast wounded I alone may cure. 
Nay, ask no more, the end shall answer all. !/ 
Aboard the swallow Brangwaine reveals to Gouvernayle the 
secret of the carven cup which contains the magic wine dis-
tilled by the cunning hands of Queen Oren. Brangwaine realize 
only too well Iseult's unrequited love for Tristram. Iseult i 
convinced that the cup holds death when she reads on its shini 
surface, 
Those twain who drink of this sweet wine shall dream 
An endless dream that knows .not waking here. y 
The princess believes that her mother is pitiless and that her 
vengeance will strike even at Mark. Tristram, secure in the 
belief that Iseult hates him as the slayer of Moraunt, propose 
to atone for his deed by drinking the goblet of "poisoned wine", 
and thus save Mark. Iseult's great love for the Cornish knigh 
causes her to drink after him. Carr at this point presents 
almost the same dramatic situation as does Wagner. Both lover 
actually drink what they sincerely believe is a death-potion. 
It is no magic love philtre' Gradually the mystic spell works 
within the.m, and they stand, their faces transfigured by a 
golden light of mutual love. 
2 Ibid., pg. 24 
3 Ibid., pg. 42 
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Carr describes the usual stolen trysts of the lovers who 
are aided by Brangwaine. Andred again is the villain who con-
tinually poisons Mark's mind against the pair. In this he is 
abetted by Arganthael and the dwarf, Ogr~n. Ogrin conducts 
Mark to the queen's woodland bower where the lovers have been 
meeting secretly. The King is firmly convinced of the Queen's 
guilt. As if aware that death is close Tristram is saying to 
Iseult, 
IseultS My Queen, IseultS 
The end draws very nearS In that pale dawn 
we thought •twas death we drank, and so it was: 
For love like ours, that swallows up all life, 
DWells on the verge of death. This earth's poor day 
Cannot contain it, and the boundless night, 
Where every path is set with golden stars, 
But leads us onward to that larger world 
Whereof death holds the key. !/ 
Here Carr alters the story, making Andred, that treacherous Cor 
nish baron, kill Tristram by a sword-thrust in the back. He 
also has Iseult die before Tristram. Tristram, dying, cries, 
"Iseultl Iseultl For all Love's wounds there is no cure but 
Death I" 
After reading. Carr's Tristram I feel that he has produced 
a movingly dramatic and poignantly beautiful play. He has re-
handled and rearranged the story of the famous lovers so ad-
mirably that his version compares very favorably with those of 
better known writers. In the form of his language he has imi-
tated a far greater playwright than himself--notably Shakespear 
when he makes his important characters speak in verse and his 
less important ones speak in prose. Carr uses a Chorus in his 
4 Ibid. pg. 65 
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drama, but it ' hasntt the runction or the Chorus in the classi-
cal Greek plays. It merely contributes its share to the beaut~ 
which the play, as a whole, creates, 
Arthur Symons 
Arthur Symons in 1917 produced the poetic drama, Tristan 
~ Iseult which he soon followed up with the rragment, Iseult 
~ Brittany. This writer is best remembered as a critic or the 
seven arts and as an interpreter of the Symbolist Movement in 
literature·. In my opinion his Tristan and Iseuit illustrates 
the importance or his poetical work and reveals the extraordi-
nary wealth of his gift of lyricism. 
Symons' four-act drama begins in Ireland. Only casual 
allusions are made by the poet to the rirst visit or Tristan to 
the Irish court and his healing at the hands of Iseult of 
Ireland. Mr. Symons manifests his originality in handling the 
material of the old romance by introducing at the offset Iseult 
of Brittany, who is a cousin or Iseult of Ireland. We gather 
that the girl rrom Brittany must have been in the Irish court 
at the time or the wounded Tristan's rirst visit and rallen in 
love with him. An entirely new character makes his d~but in 
this play. It is M~riadoc, son or Morolt, who is torn between 
two great passions, a love ror his Irish cousin, Iseult, and an 
intense hatred for the unknown slayer or his rather, Morolt, 
whose death he has sworn to avenge. The two Iseults, Brangaene, 
M~riadoc, and the Queen of Ireland are present when Tristan 
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makes a second visit to the court. Again, as in other versions, 
it is Tristan's notched gword which discloses him as the killer 
of Marolt. The Queen and Iseult of Brittany hinder both 
MJriadoc and the Irish princess from wreaking immediate venge-
ance, and Iseult of Brittany cries to the latter, 
Iseul t, will you murder h~? 
If you are mad, kill mel !/ 
Once more, as in earlier accounts of the story, Symons' hero-
ine, although she has sworn to hate the murderer of her uncle, 
feels herself drawn to Tristan. Her emotions are inexplicable 
to herself, for she cries, 
What shall we do, mother? Oh, mother, tell me 
Why I could not kill Tristan? I had the will,. 
And it was not your hand that stayed my hand. 2/ 
. -
Mother, I hate himl he has spilt our blood. 
Why is it that my eyes follow his eyes, 
As a hound follows his master? !/ 
Tristan reveals that he has been sent by King Mark of Cornwall 
to woo the fairest woman in the world for him. The King of 
Ireland welcomes an opportunity to unite the two nations and 
thus put an end to the enmity which has prevailed for genera-
tions. 
Aboard ship Iseult of Ireland confides to Brangaene. She 
teels that she has been sold by her parents to Tristan, who has 
acted as Mark's merchant in the transaction. She doesn't 
1 Arthur Symons, Tristan and Iseult (Cambridge, Mass., The 
University Press, 1§17)-pg. 11 
2 Ibid., pg. 13 
3 Ibid., pg. 14 
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relish the idea of marrying a man in his dotage even at the 
price of peace for two nations~ She says to Brangaene, 
Death would bring peace: if this bright sea would lift 
And take me down where Tristan could not dive 
Nor Mark cast nets upon mel no, nor Iseult, 
My cousin of Brittany, With her patient eyes 
weep as she did for ~ristan, not for me: 
All are against me. !( 
Iseult bids Brangaene call Tristan that she might talk to him. 
As a result of their talk they conclude to forget all the sor-
rows of the past. In Iseultts words, 
All things past 
Were well forgotten, when to think of the.m 
Burns like a fire. Then, lest I should forget 
That all things , are forgotten, let us seal 
This covenant. !f · 
Neither Iseult nor Brangaene fetches the cup. It is a child 
wha brings the magic philtre. The lovers drink the wine, in 
this case, as a pledge to a newly-born friendship, but they 
soon realize it is no ordinary liquor which they have drurik, 
for Iseult exclaims, 
0 is this love and must we endure love? 
I did noit know that love was so like death, 
0 sorrowful, unkind, unhappy love! 6/ 
-
At this point Symons presents a thought which recurs agafn and 
again in the play. Love is an enemy, a troubler of peace; it 
is more cruel than a savage beast and is to be feared more than 
death itself. Brangaene confronts Iseult with the question, 
"Why did you let me sleep away your li~e?" But, oblivious of 
4 Ibid., pg. 31 
5 Ibid., pg. 40 
6 Ibid., pg. 45 
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everything, Iseult clasps the cup reverently to her breast and 
then casts it far into the sea that no other man or woman .might 
drink from it. sr:mons, then, has presented one solution of thE 
destiny of that fateful cup. The love potion hasn't suffi-
ciently extinguished Tristan's sense of obligation to his 
liege lord to prevent his exclaiming, 
I have drunk 
A poison that no man has ever tasted, 
For it has withered honour in my heart 
And filled Bw soul up with forgetfulness. 
7
.
1 There was a king for whom I would have died. ~
In this drama Sir Melot plays the role enacted by Andred 
in Carr's version and in earlier accounts of the old romance. 
It is he who, through a ruse, opens Mark's eyes to the guilt 
· of the lovers. The Cornish king then renounces his sister's 
son and banishes him from the kingdom. Tristan eventually 
reaches Brittany where he wins back the kingdom of the Duke of 
Jovelin. As a reward the duke arranges a marriage between his 
daughter, Iseult of Brittany, and Tristan. 
Later on in the drama Tristan receives his mortal wound 
/ from Meriadoc who has sworn vengeance against his father's 
slayer. His wife and the court await the coming of a great 
doctor from Salerno who has discovered the healing powers of a 
magic herb of Italy. Through the eavesdropping of one of her 
maids, l:seult of Brittany learns that Tristan has sent the 
ship to Cornwall for the Queen. we see the younger Iseult's 
7 Ibid., pg. 46 
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love change, as in Swinburne's poem, into intense hatred. She 
mur.mers to hersel~, 
Iseult is coming on the ship: he lives 
until the ship is here. She will came in 
And take my husband, who was never hers, 
out o~ my al'!lls. 
o bitterness o~ love, the hate of love, 
so kind in the beginning and so sharp 
A sickle when the seed has come to earl ~/ 
Tristan's delirium reveals to Iseult o~ Brittany the secret o~ 
the sail's colcr. Her newly-born hatred causes her to tell h 
~ 
that the sail ·is black. Tristan dies, and remorse comes to 
wi~e who tells him only too late that the sail is white. As 
in other versions of the romance, Iseult o~ Ireland arrives 
but a ~ew minutes after her lover's death. bur sympathy is 
with her as she speaks to his li~eless body. 
I kiss you ~or the last time on the mout~, Tristan. 
He was the glory of the world; 
All the world's dust was once a fire and burned the stars: 
Now what a little ashes holds the fire 
That was blown out too early. There is nothing 
Left in the world, and I am out of place. . 
Could you not wait for me until I came, Tristan? '9/ 
-
The shock of Tristan's death is too great for the ~ueen to en-
dure, , and she falls lifeless at her lover's feet. King -Mark, 
who has followed his Queen, expresses self-reproach at learni 
the true state of affairs. The sorrowful King orders that the 
bodies o~ the lovers be brought back to Tintagel. 
Symons produced in 1920 a one-act playlet entitlediseult 
of Brittany• The action takes place in Duke dOVelin's castle 
8 Ibid.,, pg. 89 
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in Brittany~ Iseult of Brittany is the main character. The 
play opens shortly after her return from Ireland and after 
Tristan's and the Irish ·Iseult's departure for Cornwall. 
Three women attend the Breton girl as she sits at her embroi-
dery frame, but the apparently passive Iseult of Brittany rails 
against the kind of existence that is hers. Her thoughts are 
with Tristan. Where he is there is life, but she sews her idle 
flowers among the silken grasses and does not live. She speaks 
of love to her women, and Ygraine, one of the ladies-in-
· waiting says, 
The bitter 
When I loved I had joy to know I loved a man. ]&I 
Here, as in the Tristan and 
-
Iseult, Symons reiterates his scor 
of love. There is scarcely ever any happiness in the love that 
Symons portrays, and it is a love which may not be easily dis-
tinguished from its torture. 
The grey sea lapping the seaweed from the sand reminds the 
Breton Iseult of Cornwall and naturally she thinks of the Quee 
of Cornwall whom she considers her rival for the love of Trist 
When her women begin to sing the praises of the fabulously 
beautiful cornish Queen, Iseult of Brittany can no longer work. 
It would seem that the ladies-in-waiting have unconsciously 
sowed in her bosom a seed which is destined to ripen into a 
full-blown hatred. Imogen, one of the women, sings the song 
Tristan compos~d when he 'wgg being cured of his wound in 
10 ~h~ Symons, Cesare Borgia~ Iseult of Brittany and The 
Toy~ (New York, Brentano's 192o) pg. '74 -
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• 
Ireland. Tristan's song is nothing more than a statement of 
Symons' acrid revulsion of love. 
If this be love I die, 
I die of hoping love, 
That will not hence remove, 
Nor will not all deny. 
His sharp and bitter dart 
Is fast within my side; 
Come, my old courage, hide 
Thy death within thy heart. 
I will not shrink although 
This death in love there be: 
She whom I love is she 
Who is through love my foe. li/ 
. -
When the Duke of Jovelin enters, his daughter tells him 
she is suffering from the oldest trouble in the world. She 
confesses that she loves Tristan who is unaware of her love. 
The duke bids her have patience. Symons expresses an interest-
ing bit of philosophy in the old man's words. 
Yet if you would live 
Your very life, hope without fear, and will 
Without foreboding. Life is in today, 
Yesterday and tomorrow are but words, 
And all despair and fear and melancholy 
Are shadows of that shadow. Cast away 
Remembrance, and the fear of things to come, 
And live between the dawn and sunsetting: 
so shall desire die or be satisfied, 
So shall all things live out their hour, and die 
so shall the world be constant to its change. 12/ 
The play closes with the singing in ,the distance of Tris-
tan's song by Elaine and Imogen. The duke and Iseult, hand in 
hand, move towards the singers. 
11 Ibld., PP• 78--79 
12 Ibid., PP• 83--84 
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Thomas Hardy 
. . . . . . . 
The Famous Tragedy of ~ gueen of Cornwall at Tintagel 
was published in 1923 when Thomas Hardy was eighty-three years 
old. His delight in this o~d story of Tristram and Iseult was 
increased by his association with Tintagel in the "Lyonesse" o~ 
his own romantic youth where he met Emma Gifford who eventual!~ 
became Mrs. Thomas Hardy. The tragedy is a poetic drama in 
blank verse. It is interesting to note that the book contains 
Hardy's imaginary view of Tintagel castle, delicately drawn--
an amazing feat for an octogenarian. 
The entire drama takes place in the interior of the great 
hall of Tintagel Castle, there being no change of background. 
The drama itself is boxed in by a Prologue and an Epilogue. 
In the Prologue, Merlin, a phantasmal figure, alludes to Tris-
tram's being sent by King Mark to fetch his bride; to the 
quaffing of the love-potion; to Tristram's reckless rovings; 
and finally, to his marriage with his mistress's namesake. 
Merlin concludes his message with these words, 
And these two 
Fair' women--namesakes--well I knewl 
Judge them not harshly in a love 
vVhose hold on them was strong; 
sorrow therein they tasted .of, 
And deeply, and too longt !/ 
Hardy used in his play a group of mummers which enacts the 
role of a Greek Chorus to some extent. The poet wished his pla 
1 
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to be thoroughly English, so he dropped the name of Chorus for 
these conventional onlookers and called them Chanters~ The 
C4anters, consisting of the shades . of dead old Cornish men and 
women, tell in recitative the events leading up to the actual 
incidents in the drama. They sing of Tristram's capture by 
King Mark; of his release and Mark's imprisomnent by King Ar-
thur; of the lovers' · joyful sojourn at Lancelot's Gard Castle; 
of Iseult's return to Tintagel and Sir Tristram's journey back 
to his waiting wife; of Mark's hunting trip and the Queen's 
summons to Tristram to come to Tintagel even at the cost of 
bringing Whitehands back with him; and finally, of the dis-
traught Queen's sailing trip to Brittany and her safe return to 
Tintagel before the arrival of Mark from his hunting trip. It 
is at this point that Hardy introduces his characters, and the 
real action of the play begins. The characters of the older 
romances, includ~ng Sir Andret, Brangwain, and even Tristram's 
dog Houdain, a gift to the Queen, are all present. King Mark 
is a bit sceptical about the ~ueen•s recent trip which she says 
she took for her health. Mark is at first startled when Queen 
Iseult reveals to him that Tristram is ·dead, but he says that 
Tristram has died too many times for that report to hold. The 
Chanters interrupt the actio~ in the drama to bewail the mis-
mating of Mark and Iseult, and Tristram's wedding with King 
Howel'~ lass in Brittany. They chant the misfortunes of the 
gloom-born Tristram. 
In last misfortune did he well-nigh slay 
Unknowingly in battle Arthur' Aye• 
our stainless over-king of Counties--he 
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Made Dux Bellorum for his valicancy1 
If now, indeed, Tristram be chilled in death, 
Will she, the ~ueen, care aught for further breath? ~ 
Iseult confides to Brangwain, who also doubts Tristram's 
death, the real reason for her sea voyage. 
I did not land, Brangwain, although so near. 
-----He had been long with his White-handed one, 
And had fallen sick of fever nigh to death; 
Till she grew fearful for him; sent for me, 
Yea, choicelessly, at his light-headed calls 
And midnight repetitions of my name · 
Yes, sent for me in a desp~dring hope 
To save him at all cost. ~ 
Hardy introduces the sail episode early in his drama and 
nis treatment of the famous scene is wholly unique. The White 
handed Iseult regrets her impulsive sending for the Queen, and 
when her rival's boat lands at Brittany, feigns to her husband 
that the sail is black. Tristram does not die du chagrin but 
sinks into an unconsciousness which is mistaken for death. 
Tristram's "death" causes Queen Iseult to fall into a swoon, 
and her attendants carry her into her cabin. A great stor.m 
arises at sea, and the ship is blovm northward to Wales where 
the Queen's attendants nurse her back to health. Then she re-
turns to Cornwall. 
Disguised as an old minstrel Tristram follows his beloved 
' . back to Cornwall. Unfortunately his masked appearance does no 
fool Sir Andret who decides to bide his time and watch. Then 
2 Ibid.' pg. 20 
3 Ibid., pg. 23 
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Hardy introduces an innovation in his work when he makes the 
Breton Iseult follow her husband to Cornwall where she meets 
with Tristram and asks him to forgive her deception. ~ueen 
Iseult, unknown to the husband and wife, has overheard the inte~­
view, and lest Tristram soften towards his wife, she comes from 
her place of hiding and faces Iseult of the White Hands. The 
latter faints and is carried away with the assistance of Tris-
tram as the Chanters sing, 
Fluttering with fear, 
o~t-tasked her strength has shel 
Loss of her Dear 
Threatening too clear, 
Gone to this length has s~el 
strain too severes 4/ 
-
It is only in the Hardy drama that Iseult of Ireland mani-
fests jealousy of her rival. When Brangwain brings news to he:r 
that her namesake is mending, she says bitterly, 
Give her good rest. Yes, yes, in sooth I said 
That she might come. Put her in mine own bed: 
I'll sleep upon the floorJ !/ 
Hardy's drama is an attempt to reconcile two conflicting 
stories of the end of the lovers. At the conclusion of this 
one-act drama the first and only love scene is enacted between 
Tristram and Queen Iseult. It is while Tristram is singing a 
sad song to his beloved that Mark creeps up, like the fox he is, 
and runs Tristram through the back with his dagger. Queen 
Iseult snatches Mark's dagger from his belt and fatally stabs 
the King. Then taking Tristram's brachet with her she jumps 
4 Ibid., pg. 54 5 Ibid.' pg. 58 
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over the steep cliffs of Tintagel. The action of the play ends 
with the Chanters intoning a dirge as the bodies are carried 
out. Merlin, appearing in the Epilogue, conveys to the audi-
ence the thought that people in the past faced the same prob-
lems as we moderns do. This same idea is reiterated in the 
Edwin Arlington Robins.on version of the legend which I shall 
discuss in the next chapter. Merlin's words are as follows: 
These warriors and dear women, whom 
I've called, as bidden, from the tomb, 
May not have failed to raise 
An antique · spell at moments here? 
-----They were, in their long-faded sphere, 
· As you are now who muse thereat; 
Their mirth, crimes, fear and love begat 
Your own, though thwart their ways; 
And may some pleasant thoughts outshape 
From this my conjuring to undrape 
such ghosts of distant days$ !/ 
Hardy in this drama avoids turning the rude personnages of 
the Middle Ages into conventional Victorians as did Tennyson 
and Arnold. His play, however, is not outstanding, and while 
it is an interesting experiment ' it does not cqm~are favorably 
with either the carr or the Symons dramas. 
~ Masefield 
dOhn Masefield's drama, Tristan~ Isolt, appeared in 
1927. In his rewriting of the Tristan legend Masefield has 
shown none of the lusty color or splendid feeling for tragedy 
which mark so many of his works. 
5 Ibid., PS• 77 
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Masefield's version presents Tristan as a Pictish prince 
whose foster-father, Dinan, hoping to establish the youth's 
identity, has brought him to Tintagel ~ He tells Tristan that 
twenty years . ago Meirchyon, King of Cornwall, lived at Tintagel 
with Olwen, his daughter, and Marc, his son. Kolbein, a Soandi 
navian pirate, killed King Meirohyon and seized both Marc and 
the Cornish kingdom. Dinan's master, King Talloroo, chancing 
to come to Cornwall, saved olwen by marrying her. Dinan reveal 
to Tristan that he is the son of Talloroo and Olwen and the 
nephew of the enslaved Marc. 
Tristan eventually delivers Marc from his bondage and re-
stores Cornwall to its rightful heir. He challenges Kolbein, 
and the men fight on a small rook in the bay. As he lies dying 
Kolbein addresses Marc and a group of courtiers. 
You thought I had killed him? 
I had, too: only I slipped: it was too great odds. 
Wisdom against man's youth, for youth has the luck. 
I slipped as I went to end him: he ended me. 
Listen you, Mara. 
I have made youtfiefs and mine one Kingdom only. 
Let that be kept • . I have a daughter in Ire!and ••• . 
Isolt, her name is. Marc, you must ·marry I salt. 11 
As in other treatments of the story, Tristan is sent to 
Ireland to bring Isolt back to Tintagel. Masefield, pursuing a 
rather unfamiliar phase of the legend, presents an Isolt and a 
Queen Thurid who rejoice over Kolbein's death and declare them-
selves set free. Years ago the pirate had murdered Thurid's 
1 John Masefield, Tristan and Isolt--A Play ~ Verse (New York 
The Macmillan company, 1~) pg. lo 
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lover, the rather of Isolt. Isolt readily consents to became 
the wife of Marc, and preparations are made for her trip to 
Cornwall. She hasn't been impressed by Marc's emissary, but 
Tristan's words tell us that~ has fallen in love with the 
beautiful Irish princess. 
When I have landed her, I must leave Tintagel: 
I dare not stay for her wedding, nor see her again 
I cannot look on her face without loving her. !/ 
Masefield presents the accidental drinking of the magic 
draught. straightway, the poet relates, love was there and 
crept into their hearts. It is my belief that the result in 
this drama is a series of frivolous and shameless adventures, 
in the course of which, with the reluctant Brangwen's aid, King 
Marc is constantly made a fool of, and Isolt flies fram the arm~ 
of her royal husband into those of her lover and baok again. 
The love of Masefield's characters h§s nothing of the heroic 01 
tragic in it. 
On the night of Isolt's wedding the lovers prevail upon 
Brangwen to take Isolt's place in the nuptial chamber with Marc~ 
Tristan has already been commissioned by the King to serve the 
love drink. He promises Brangwen that he will drug the wine 
and have the room so dimly lighted that Marc will not be aware 
of the deception. But when Tristan administers the potion, 
Brangwen trembles so that she can scarcely drink. As a result, 
she drops the golden cup on the floor, spilling the rest of the 
2 Ibid., pg. 23 
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wine. Thus Marc drinks only the bitter, brown ooze from the 
drug, but Brangwen is fated to love the King for the rest of 
her life. From this point on relations between the lady-in-
waiting and her mistress are naturally strained. 
In the Masefield drama it is Sir Kai who enacts the role o 
Andred or Sir Melot; it is he ~ho is the real villain of the 
piece, but a villain who impresses me more as a comic figure. 
His shrewd mind soon grasps the significance of the situation. 
Ever on the alert, Sir Kai seems to be everywhere at once in a 
household which is totally lacking in dignity and privacy. His 
constant prying into the seclusion of the royal pair's nuptial 
chamber smacks highly of a French bedroom farce. Finally, sir 
Kai ·does prevail upon Marc to set a trap for the lovers. The 
~ueen has gone to her summer bower, and the King has planned to 
go for a long week of hunting. Tristan has already sent Dinan 
to beg Isolt to come back to Tintagel and has told Marc he feel 
too ill to go hunting. It is Marc's plan to return unexpected! 
and catch the lovers. But Tristan overhears Sir Kai telling 
his confederate~, Bedwyr, the bailie, and Arthur, Captain of 
the Romano-British Host, his plot. He realizes that all is 
lost unless he can send a messenger to warn the Q.ueen. He 
dares not trust any of Marc's courtiers and finally his choice 
lights upon Hog, the swineherd. Hog is due to win his freedom 
from Mare, because he has not lost any swine during the year, 
but the sties must be guarded on this, the last night of his 
bondage. He consents to go, however, when Tristan offers to 
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take his place and watch with sowkin and Pigling. In the mean-
time, Marc has decided not to set the trap and has ridden to 
join the Q.ueen~ · Kai proposes to Arthur and Bedwyr that they 
teach both Tristan and the swineherd a lesson~ They will ruin 
Hog's prospects of liberty and make Tristan the laughing-stock 
of Cornwall. But it is Kai and Bedwyr who are made the laugh-
ing-stocks, and Marc gives Hog his freedom and raises him to th~ 
position of master swineherd. 
on the whole, I consider Masefield's work to be drab and 
lifeless. The comic relief afforded by the swineherd scene 
\ 
with its broad, popular fun and occasional bursts of the Mase-
field humor are the only touches which save the piece from 
hopeless lethargy. Here we find more lifelike and human char-
acterization than anywhere else in the play. sowkin's advice 
to Tristan whom she is urging:: into the sty is illustrative of 
the humor and fun which prevail in this scene. 
Thank you, kind sir; that's it. And don't be afeared, sir 
The hogs won't hurt tee and though they smell a bit flight 
It's good for the lungs if you breathe it deep in down. ~ 
Again_gossip links together the names of Isolt and her 
lover, and Marc orders Tristan back to his kingdom. Isolt, 
realizing that she has been betray~~ suspects the courtiers and 
then violently accuses Brangwen whom Fate has caused to love 
Mare• Brangwen protests her innocence and brings word that 
even now Tristan, dressed as a harper, is awaiting Isolt in the 
.glen. 
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Masefield's play now assumes .a more swift and copious as-
pect as he presents in rapid succession the scenes where Kai, 
hoping to trap Tristan, lays rye-meal upon the rooks and earth 
under the queen's window and also from the window of her room 
to her bed. Then follow Arthur's shout of warning to the love 
Tristan's escape, Marc's arraignment of Isolt before the court, 
and Tristan's timely entrance which prevents Isolt from drink-
ing the poison. We witness Tristan's snatching his mistress 
from under the very eyes of Marc and his happy sojourn with his 
beloved in a sylvan den. Dinan, wishing that his young master 
return to his kingdom to lead his men against the heathen host, 
conducts Mare to the bower of the lovers who lie sleeping with 
a sword between them. It is a kinder and more understanding 
Marc who says, 
Youth had to turn to youth, I was too old for her. 
She is so beautiful, she would damn a saint. 
I could strike them dead; many would strike them dead. 
Killing them will not bring me quiet again. 
He is more of a man than I, my sister's son. 
He :· would kill me, were I thus. !/ 
As in the version treated by B~dier, Marc lays a glove be 
tween the two. Upon awaking Isolt is impressed by the noble 
deed and greatness of Mark. She will leave Tristan and, bare-
foot, will return to her husband. Tristan angrily declares, 
I'll follow deer, not women, henceforth, and stab them, 
Stab them and stab them dead. Out& get to your husbandl 
It is here that we experience a feeling of revulsion for Isolt. 
Not even Masefield's grand manner can make her a noble and 
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tragic figure. Her high-flown protestations of sincere -affec-
tion are as nothing, for she has betrayed herself as a butterfl~ 
character who will flit from lover to husband without any scru-
ples. we know her at once for a flighty, little minx, as just 
another member of the multitude of spineless ladies whose affec-
tions are mere shadows of sincerity. 
Isolt returns to Tintagel where she is reestablished as 
Q,ueen of Cornwall, and Marc goes off to fight the heathen. 
Tristan, crazed with love, runs mad in the forest. Believing 
that Isolt is dead, the frenzied lover at last comes to court 
just as Bedwyr is giving news to the Q,ueen of the battle at 
Badon Hill. He interrupts with passionate declarations of his 
love. Characteristically, Masefield's Isolt orders him to be 
flogged with fifty stripes and to be drawn upon a hurdle out 
of bounds. A few days later Bedwyr brings tidings to the 
Q,ueen of Marc's death at Badon Hill. Again Isolt's butterfly 
character undergoes a metamorphosis. She is now more concerned 
about Tristan who is reported to be dying in a hut where he has 
been tended by Pi:x:ne, Pigling' s bethm-,thed. Brangwen is angere ~ 
by the Queen's indifference to Marc's death, and for the first 
time turns against her mistress. 
He laid his glove beside you in noble mercy, 
Yet you will not lay a flower upon his corpse, 
Hacked as it is, in saving you from 'the heathen. 
You could not love this royal man who is dead; · 
I could, and do, as the noblest, gentlest King 
That ever was famed in Britain. Therefore, my Queen, 
I at least shall go till I find where my lover lies. 
He was my lover for once; thank God therefor. 
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What worship these hands may . render to the dead,. 
I will give, madam, being more wife than you. ~ 
Isolt reaches Pixnets ~ut only in time to clasp the delir 
ious Tristan once to her bosom before he dies. Here we come 
upon the only passage in the poem, which, in my opinion, is 
suggestive of poetry. It is Isolt's lament for Tristan before 
she stabs herself. Perhaps the passage is expressive of con-
science pangs which have come too late to the unstable Isolt. 
He has gone from me forever from this shell, 
This b·roken body that my cruelty killed. 
I will come with you, Tristan; stay but a moment. 
we two will journey together whatever ways 
~odiless spirits travel in heaven 
Of being set free. You were more beautiful, Tristan, 
Than the young stag tossing tines near the holly thicket. 
You were dearer to me than anything else on earth. 
Take pity upon me, darling, though I took no~e. 
Tristan, my captain, my love; my only love. 2J 
out of the various versions of the legend John Masefield 
has chosen one of the least familiar. The lines of his Trist 
and Isolt are, in my opinion, lifeless and unlyrical. I feel 
that the drama would be more impressive on the stage than in 
the library. 
Thus we have seen the attempts to dramatize the old ro-
mance. While Carr's drama is my favorite, there are some 
weaknesses in the play which will be very apparent to the dis-
cerning reader. I should say that, on the whole, authors have 
been blind to the dramatic possibilities of Tristan and Isolt. 
I shpuld like to see some able dramatist produce a play deal-
ing with this subject which will fulfill the requirements of 
• 135 7 
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CHAPTER VII 
EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON'S TRIST~~ 
One of the most eminent modern interpretations of the 
Tristram story appeared in 1927 and was written by Edwin Ar-
lington Robinson who is remembered chiefly for his portrayal of 
character. His strength lies in the psychological insight wit 
which he analyzes his characters' thoughts and feelings and in 
the dramatic power with which he presents· the conflict of e-
motions. The poet is cognizant of man's weaknesses but believe 
firmly in his destiny. It is only natural, therefore, th~t he 
should seek to make the characters of Tristram living and 
breathing human beings. 
The Tristram is the best of Robinson's trilogy of long 
poetic narratives dealing with the Arthurian legend. The sto 
itself is encased in a Prelude and a Postlude which bring in 
Isolt of Brittany first as a girl patiently awaiting the retu 
of Tristram and later as a wife learning of her husband's deat 
and mourning for his fate and hers. The Prelude introduces us 
to the characters and prepares us for the expected mood of 
tragedy, while the Postlude affords us the opportunity of sur-
veying the havoc worked by fate and death and brings us back 
again to comparative composure. Thus framed, the love drama 
is enacted at Tintagel and then at Joyous Gard • . It is divided 
in the middle by Tristram's enforced exile from Cornwall duri 
which time he is overcome by the hopelessness of his passion ~ lr 
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Queen Iseult, temporarily loses his mind, and takes refuge with 
Queen Morgan. Later he is induced through grief and despair to 
contract a marriage which he will never consider as binding. 
This middle episode provides a kind of resting place where we 
may regain our equanimity after the turbulence of the first 
scene between tb~ lovers. In my opinion, Robinson has chosen 
to treat the lovely, old legend as a psychological study rather 
t han as a narrative. 
We are first shown Tristram in Cornwall. It is the night 
o~ Isolt's wedding to King Mark. Tristram has isolated himself 
from the nuptial feast and alone upon the parapet, in the cold, 
misty night, he gazes unseeingly on the black water which foams 
and moans eternally on the Cornish rocks. Linking self-censure 
with regret, he is haunted by the unhappy events of the past. 
His body and soul are sick at the thought that the insane vow 
made to his uncle has thrown Isolt into the arms of the lecher-
ous Mark. It is he, Tristram, who has achieved all this and he 
curses himself for it. we experience a thrilling combination o 
the sensual a~d the spiritual when Isolt, but vaguely seen in 
the pale moonlight, descends the grand staircase from the castl 
to her lover. 
Isolt of Ireland, 
With all her dark young majesty unshaken 
.By grief and shame and fear that made her shake 
Till to go further would have been to fall, 
. came nearer still to him and still said nothing, 
Till terror born of passion became passion 
Reborn of terror while his lips and hers 
Put speech out like a flame put out by fire. if 
1 Robinson Tristram 
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The lyrical love dialogue which rollows is rich in drama. Her-. 
Robinson associates love with death and fate. Tristr~, op-
pressed by an almost unbearable grief, contemplates the happy 
release which suicide would bring him. Isolt recoils at the 
thought of giving herself to the lustful Marj~ She shudders 
at the idea of spending a lifetime with a doddering, sensual, 
old man who is in the last stages or senility. This would in-
deed be a liv~ng death for the beautiful, young ~ueen. Both 
lovers pale at the thought of an unavoidable separation which 
can have but one culmination--the death of their souls. They 
are afraid to discover ·what fate might hold for them in the 
future. Isolt, as well as Tristram, has no happy memories of 
the past. All she can recall is an indifferent father's per-
suading her to marry a man for whom she has a profound loathine• 
But she shows herself to be the more optimistic of the two, be-
cause she feels that their love is not ephemeral but everlasti~~ · 
It is destined not for destruction but ror immortality. She 
courageously looks fate in the tace as she speaks words of 
assurance to her lover. 
Tristram, believe 
That if I die my love will not be dead 
As I believe that yours will not be dead. 
If in some after time your will may be 
To slay it for the sake of a new race, 
It will not die. Whatever you do to it, 
It will not die. we can not make it die, 
We are not mighty enough _to sentence love 
stronger than death to die, though we may die. !/ 
2 Ibid., PP• 48--49 
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The very walls of the castle vibrate with the thoughts of the 
lovers as they recall the unhappy past, speak of the grim pre-
sent, and express their misgivings about the uncertain future. 
Theirs is a meeting of blissful ecstaey, but an ecstaay he~d i 
leash by an almost paralyzing fear. Danger, only too ready to 
pounce upon Tristram and Isolt, lies in wait on all sides. It 
is in the palace where Queen Morgan, an evil, unscrupulous wom 
who covets Tristram for herself, is on the look-out. It is in 
the heart of King Mark whose jealousy is slowly being aroused. 
It is e:ven in the garden where the repulsive and traitorous 
Andred is prowling. The faithful Brangwa.ine's cry of alal'm, 
warning the lovers of intruders, comes too late. It is Andred 
whom Tristram seizes and hurls against the parapet. As the 
latter gloomily surveys the crumpled shape of his enemy, little 
does he realize that fate has decreed that he shall die, one 
day, at the hands of this Andred. Mark has also been a shadowy 
wit~~ss of the last part of the love scene. Robinson's ability 
to delineate character is shown in the lines describing the Ki 
Tristram saw 
Confronting him two red and rheumy eyes, 
Pouched in a face that nature had made comely, 
And in appearance was indulgently 
Ordained to wait .. on lust and wine and riot 
For more years yet than leeches might foresee. ~ 
Thus we see the end of the first love drama which is fol-
lowed in the narrative by the middle episode or resting-place 
which I have discussed. sentenced to exile, Tristram flees in 
the rain. He runs mad in the woods where Queen Morgan finds him 
and nurses him back to health. 3 
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Next we read of Tristram's sojourn in Brittany and his 
marriage with Isolt ': of the White Hands. This is climaxed by 
the news that Mark, having transgressed some law of chivalry, 
has been taken prisoner by King Arthur. Tristram leaves his 
virgin wife and hastens to Cornwall and Q.ueen Isolt-:, . Our 
pathy goes out to the girl wife, a figure of extraordinary 
pathos and loveliness, as she takes up her lonely watch for he 
·husband. Her eyes seem to follow the incessant flight of whit 
seagulls as they skim over the sunlit waves. Cestre !/ inter-
prets this unceasing flight of the birds, which occurs several 
times in the poem, as "a symbol of the eternal waiting of the 
disappointed bride, ever looking towards the west, ever in 
vain." 
After many months the lovers meet again at Joyous Gard, 
Lancelot' s estate in eastern Britain. . This time it is a longe 
reunion unmark~d by danger. we note, however, that the charac 
ters of both Isolt and Tristram have undergone a great change. 
The Q.ueen has lost her appealing, youthful bravery. Her life 
with the loathsome Mark and the period of interminable waiting 
for Tristram have disheartened her. Humiliated and broken-
down in spirit, she fears that Mark's revenge may yet reach 
them. Tristram, on the other hand, feels happy and free. He 
no longer owes any allegiance to the King. Mark's driving him 
away from Cornwall is a proof that his uncle has become his 
4 
. . . . . - ~ 
Charles Cestre, ~ Introduction~ Edwin Arli!iton Robinson (New York, The Macmillan company, 193o) pg. 1 
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sworn enemy. This time it is Tristram who is the more optimis-
tic of the two; at times his optimism is so irresistible that 
Isolt yields to its influe~ce. She suppresses her own dis-
couragement and fear when her lover, holding her closely in his 
embrace, whispers into her ear, 
Never believe--nev~r believe again--
Your fear for me was more than love. Time lied, 
If he said that. When we are done with ttme, 
There is no time for fear. It was not fear--
It was love's other name. say it was thatl 
Say to me it was only one of time's liest 
Whatever it was--never mind what it wast 
There will be time enough for me to die. 
Never mind death tonight •••• Isolt~ Isoltl ~ 
But the lovers have only a brief taste of happiness. Mark is 
abroad again and takes Isolt back to cornwall whither Tristram 
follows. The King, upon hearing of Tristram's arrival in corn-
wall, promises Isolt he will never do any harm to either of the 
lovers. we have a feeling, however, tbat something portentous 
is about to happen. There is a sense of the ominous in Isolt's 
words as she speaks to her husband. 
"The sea was never so still as this before," 
She said. "It is like something after life, 
And it is not .like death. That ship out there 
Is like two ships, and one of them a shadow. 
When you came' I was asking if the shadow 
Might not, if only we knew shadows better, 
Be the real ship. I am not very well; 
And lately I've had fancies. Do not mind them. 
I have never seen the sea so still as this." §/ 
This is a rather striking symbol of the sea that Robinson 
has given us. It symbolizes, of course, the calm which precedes 
5 Edwin Arlington Robinson, Tristram (The Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1927) pg. 154 
6 Ibid. • 177 
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the stor.m, and we are ready for any tragedy that might befall 
the lovers. ~uick steps heard coming up the stone stairs sig-
nify the arrival of Tristram. Isolt's speech to her lover re-
veals that she is unafraid of death. Their brief period of ec-
stasy at Joyous Gard has more than compensated for any past un-
happiness or for anything that the unfathomable future might 
hold for them. She refuses to be a miser crying out to God. 
She reasons that it is not time alone that makes a full life. 
This last episode of the love drama is brought to a climax whet 
the murderous Andred steals up and stabs Tristram in the back. 
Isolt, stricken with the sudden horror of the deed, falls dying 
at her lover's feet. Her cry of anguish summons Mark who, 
angered by the turn events have taken, flings the fatal knife 
into the quiet sea. The faint noise of the splash is the only 
sound that the sea has made all day. Robinson has used the 
stillness of the water to forecast the stillness of the two 
figures whose souls have won reunion in death. At this point 
the poet, ever interested in the thoughts of his. characters, 
introduces Mark's ideas about the immortality of love. Mark 
seems to think that the love of Tristram and Isolt will be 
consummated in another world. we then come to the Postlude 
which is an episode of quiet repose in which Isolt of the White 
Hands cherishes the memory of her love for Tristram. 
Robinson has not imitated too closely the older versions 
of the story. Undoubtedly .he has followed to a certain extent 
the lineaments of the old medieval romance, but he has given a 
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very free interpretation to his version of the tale. He keeps 
the salient features of the legend, including the local color, 
but he strikes out anything that verges on the mythical. His 
characters are not people of the Middle Ages but men and women 
of the twentieth century. His purpose is to give us a clear-
out analysis of human nature. Therefore, it is only natural 
that he should omit all mention of the love-philter in a po~m 
based on psychological trut~. He has chosen to present only 
those episodes which illustrate mants mental and moral struggle 
and the problems which beset his soul. He has masterfully por 
trayed the frustrated attempts of the lovers to realize their 
ideals and in this portrayal he has stressed the spiritual 
rather than the material. We feel continually in this work a 
sense of the transitoriness of life. 
some readers might regret not finding at the end of the 
poem the sail episode wnich symbolizes life or death for Tris-
tram. But in having the ~ortunate lovers killed by one fatal 
blow, Robinson stresses more strongly than any of his predeces-
sors the inevitability of a merciless fate. This ending, too, 
is more consistent with his successful attempt to make the 
story one of human simplicity and lifelikeness. The poet shows 
that problems in the far past are identical with our problems 
of the twentieth century. 
I have mentioned that Robinson has made the poe.m a reat 
piece because of his manner of portraying the characters. 
tram is the most im ortant character and is a true - reuX 
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chevalier. His chief characteristic is his melancholy. some 
readers may consider the mournful Tristram to be insipid, but 
a careful reading of the work will disclose that his melancholy 
grows out of the intellect rather than out of the emotions. 
Robinson's portraits of the two Isolts deserve only the highest 
praise. Both of them are admirable characters. Isolt of 
Ireland is a tragic figure, since her love for Tristram can not 
be realized; Isolt of Brittany is a quiet character of unusual 
beauty and pathos. Mark, in contrast to Howell's calm and 
dignity, is degenerate--an animal of basic desires. He is full 
of treachery and malice but falls short of being a really dia-
bolical character. It is Andred who is the devil in the play 
and the dupe of the catlike Queen Morgan, and the latter is 
even more despicable than Malory's Morgan. 
In my opinion Robinson's Tristr~ is the most human of the 
Arthurian poems and supersedes all other versions of the lagena. 
It appeals directly to our sympathy, because it is a true 
representative of life. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
JOHN ERSKINE'S TRISTAN ~ ISOLDE 
In Johfi Erskine's Tristan ~ Isolde which was published 
in 1932, we encounter all the main characters of the medie-
val story. This modern retelling of the tale includes Tris-
tan, King Mark, Isolde of Ireland, Isolde of Brittany, and 
Brangain, as well as the Saracen knight, Palamede, who has 
come from Babylon to Cornwall in order to learn of chivalry 
and Christian love. The novel is nothing more than an attempt 
to ridicule the classics. Erskine's Tristan and Isolde 
very closely the style he established when he wrote his trilog 
of novels which includes ~ Private Life 2! Helen of Troy, 
Galahad, and Adam ~ ~· There is an inevitable falling off 
' - .. 
in interest in such a book as the Tristan because of the brash 
. '. ·. 
familiarity accorded the characters. I admit that Mr. Erskine 
is a scholarly gentleman and one who is conversant with the ol 
tales of Tristan, Isolde, and Palamede. But I also think that 
he has added nothing to his literary reputation by producing 
these ineffectual burlesques on the classics. The Tristan is 
the worst of his travesties. It is nothing more than a snig~ 
gering rehashing of one of the world's greatest love stories. 
It is to be hoped most sincerely that not too many people will 
first meet Tristan and Isolde through the scant courtesy ot 
Mr. Erskine. 
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In the first part of the novel the author tells us that 
the famous Isolde had two lovers or at least two suitors, 
Palamede and Tristan. Palamede is a pagan and a Saracen, 
whereas Tristan is a member of the Church. Palamede is at all 
times a gentleman, but Tristan frequently is not. Palam.ede is 
a dreamer and a romantic like his father, Esclabor. He is a 
devotee of the classics as well as an able jouster. He purpose~ 
to seek a woman who will want him to love her with his mind. 
Tristan, on the other hand, is a realist. He is a formidable 
youth with impudent rash eyes, and does not appear to be over-
int~lligent. As a matter of fact, he is a lout. His business 
in life seems to be war and music. Erskine has given us an 
enti~ely new Tristan wholly alien to the knightly exponent o~ 
courtly love found in the work of the old jongleurs. These 
two characters, Tristan and 'Palamede, meet eventually at Tinta-
gel, Mark's stronghold. 
King Mark of Cornwall is a middle-aged man badly in need 
of a wife and heir. He is undecided as to whom he shall wed, 
however. He fi~ds it difficult to choose between King Phara-
mount's daughter, Belinda, and Segurade's wife, Phenice. He 
has other problems, too. He is discouraged by the smallness of 
his realm as well as by theirish tax which he has paid in gold 
for a number of years to King Angus of Ireland. 
One day Tristan appears unexpectedly at Tintagel and re-
veals to Mark that he is his nephew. At dinner that evening, 
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Phenioe, segurade's wife, falls in love with the youth despite 
his extraordinarily bad table manners. Her husband, displeased 
.. 
with the amorous Tristan, threatens to cut the latter's throat. ' 
Then a messenger brings in a gift of a handsome dog for Tristan 
:from Pharamount•s daughter, Belinde, whom Mark has considered 
as a possible wi:f'e f'or himself. This time it is Mark who is 
displeased. It is rumored throughout the castle, too, that 
Pharamount has had to expel Tristan :from his household in order 
to save his daughter's honor. We learn later that Belinde dies 
because of her love for the fickle Tristan. 
Mark and segurade elect this intruder to settle the tax 
question. It will be one way to get rid of him. Again, we 
see the youth slay Morhold, and in so doing receive a poisonous 
wound. His trip to Ireland follows. Isolde cures him but 
guesses his identity, because of the kind of poison found in 
the wound. They fall in love, and it is interesting to note 
that Erskine makes no mention at all of a love potion in his 
work. When the broken blade of Tristan's ·sword reveals to 
Queen Yrene that he is the slayer of her brother~ he leaves 
Ireland but promises to return f'or Isolde. 
In a message to Mark, King Angus proposes to end their 
ancient quarrel by offering Isolde to him. Tristan makes a 
second trip to Ireland and when he returns to Cornwall it is 
with Isolde and her cousin, Brangain. Isolde has consented to 
the marriage on one condition only, that her kinsmen spare her 
1nVA,.f~ 1if"A 
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On the wedding night Isolde, as in other accounts of the 
story, prevails upon her cousin, Brangain, to take her place 
with Mark. Brangain, with the exception of Palamede, is the 
most sincere and human character in the work, and her studied 
answer is typical. 
"I will,tt she said. "Partly for love of you, and partly 
for curiosity. Many a woman marries for no better reason, 
and since I've nothing else to do with my life, it wouldn't 
be honest to hold back%" ];/ 
Brangain can't face Isolde the next day and goes ~ff with 
Roger and Tilton, the gardners, into the forest for wood. They 
show her a great oak and tell her that in the olden days a 
maiden wedded to the tree would assure good crops. ~~en she 
agrees to sacrifice herself, they strip her and bind her to the 
oak tree. several hours later Sir Palamede comes to her rescue~ 
It is he who saves the girl from an untimely death. 
Palamede is received rudely by Mark who, with Isolde, has 
ridden out in search of Brangain. Isolde seems to the Saracen 
all that can be desired in woman, and he immediately falls in 
love with her. The Queen bids him stay since he has befriended 
her cousin. Unknown to Palamede, he has won the love of the 
lively and determi ned Brangain. Then follows a period of dis~ 
illusion for Palamede at the stormy court of Mark. Brangain 
advises him to go home as she reveals to him the wickedness of 
Mark's court, her own sin, Mark's plotting with Blamore to stea~ 
1 John Erskine, Tristan and Isolde {Indianapolis, The Bobbs-
Merrill Co., 1932) pg.l33 
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Segurade's wife, Phenice, and to divide his lands after killin~ 
him, Segurade's hatred of Tristan for the latter's seduction of 
Phenice, and finally, Tristan's love for Queen Isolde. Thus 
the "Christian" way of doing things is revealed to Palamede. 
In the course of the story, Tristan, provoked because of 
Isolde's refusal to elope with him, sets out for Brittany wherE 
he kills Count Agrippe who has been menacing King Howell. 
Palamede learns to his chagrin that Tristan has later married 
the blue-eyed, fair-haired Isolde, daughter of King Howell. 
The saracen then decides to become a Christian himself so that 
he can take Isolde of Ireland according to the Christian cus-
tom which he has had an ample opportunity to observe during hif 
stay at Tintagel. 
When Tristan tells the newly-Christianized knight that 
Brangain slept with Mark at Isolde's request, Palamede calls 
him a liar. The fight is on. we are relieved when Tristan 
receives his mortal wound from his adversary, not only because ~e 
has received his just reward, but because the ,· story is nearing 
its conclusion. When Queen Isolde and Brangain, who have been 
summoned to Brittany by Palamede, arrive, Tristan is dead. 
Isolde refuses to listen to the Saracen's knight's declaration 
of love, thereby proving that there is a spark of loyalty in 
her otherwise low character. Thoroughly disillusioned, Pala-
mede sets out for the Holy Land. He is unaware that Brangain, 
determined to win his love, has called, "Where is the Holy 
Land? _Get me a horse1" 
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Some readers may find this a delightful story, compounded · 
of legendary "facts" and imagination and delicately flavored 
with a pungent satire. Personally, I find Erskine's treatment 
just as offensive as the rendition of a Beethoven symphony in 
jive would be. It would have been better if the author had 
devoted his versatile scholarship to a more worthwhile under-
taking. I can find no wit, fun, thought, or tragedy in tbe 
book. All I can say for it is that it might help to pass the 
time away when nothing better offers itself. 
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CHAPTER IX: 
CONCLUSIONS 
After studying the modern versions of the Tristan story 
since Tennyson's time, I have fonmulated several conclusions. 
Sir Tristan was the first knight in the "matiere de Bre-
tagne" to engage the attention of the poets. Yet everything 
connected with the origin and development of his story is vague 
and obscure. The tale was probably conceived in the north. It 
could have started as a crude, oral version of Celtic or Pictisl 
origin. we believe that the next step in its evolution was its 
passage into Brittany and then into France where it achieved 
fame through the work of the French romanciers. The story 
later spread into other countries including Germany and Italy. 
The Tristan was. such a vigorous story in itself that it has re-
mained but loosely connected with the main series or Arthurian 
romance which comprises the greater bulk of the"matiere de Bre-
tagne"• In its relative isolation it has enjoyed a more inde-
pendent life than any single tale which centers around Ar~hurts 
court. In comparatively modern times it has renewed its fasci-
nation for poets, musicians, and painters of every kind and de-
gree of genius. The Tristan story and other stori~s related to 
the "matiere de Bretagne" have : been the olll.y ones of the great, 
medieval cycle to survive the Renaissance, because of their 
adaptability to change in order to suit contemporary tastes. 
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The immortal love story or Tristan and Iseult has come down to 
us in three forms--lais, and prose and metrical romances. The 
Tennyson, Arnold, SWinburne, and Robinson anachronistic treat-
ments of ~he old legend are a far cry from the earlier forms of 
the tale which present a barbarous state of society. 
The Tristan was the first legend of epic scope to use 
romantic love ,as its central theme. In no other long story 
either before or during the Middle Ages was love the chief in-
terest. 
, . 
In the earlier versions, including the Bedier, the 
love was merely animal passion. Iseultts adventures with Tris-
tan were often as broadly farcical as those in the coarsest 
medieval fabliaux.. In the treatments accorded the old tale by 
Masefield and Erskine, I find this same bestial passion ludi-
crously treated. But in the works of Tennyson, Arnold, Swin-
burne, Wagner, Robinson, .and the other dramatists, the love 
theme · is portrayed with great dignity. 
Tristan, in the old romances as well as in the modern 
versions of Arnold, Swinburne, Wagner, Robinson, Carr, Symons, 
and Hardy, was .the ideal of chivalrous knighthood. He was 
knightly in appearance in that he was tall, strong, and hand-
some. He was versed in all the courtly accomplishments from 
hunting to harping. Tristan was the earliest model of chival-
rous love, because he was willing to make any sacrifice for his 
lady. 
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In English literature so far, the story of Tristan in its 
entirety has not yet been told. Malor,yts version which is the 
most widely known, represents only the corrupt tradition of the 
tale. Tennyson's The Last Tournament, founded upon Malory, is 
one of the worst versions of the story ever given to the lit~ 
erary world. Swinburne, Arnold, Wagner, and Robinson present 
only a small portion of the story. The dramatists, all of whom 
have struck a note of high originality in their dramas, vaguely 
follow the lineaments of the old romance. John Erskine, going 
off on a tangeant of his own, seems to be sitting on a high 
fence and thumbing his nose at the more scholarly interpreta-
tions of his predecessors and . contemporaries. Unhappily, 
Gottfried von straussbourg did not live long enough to finish 
his work, and several attempts by other authors to complete the 
d . t /. piece were poorly one. It 1s o Bed1er we must turn in order 
to read the whole story. 
Edwin Arlington Robinson's Tristram is the best of the 
modern interpretations of the medieval romance. Tennyson's 
work falls short of greatness, because he belittled a noble 
subject by a weak, allegorical treatment. Swinburne's Tristram 
is not a work of supreme art, because his erratic fancy often 
becomes hopelessly mired in vast digressions of description. 
He is apt to wander away from any set design he may have had in 
mind. Arnold's Tristram and Iseult is one of the loveliest of 
-------- --- ------
the modern versions, but he is interested only in Iseult of 
Brittany. Wagner's work is novel in that it is a subtle study 
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of the emotions--a study, which through the medium of music, 
reveals to us the inner man. The dramatists, while giving us 
wholly original versions of the legend, have produced only 
mediocre works of art. It is Robinson to whom we must turn in 
order to get the most human and lifelike treatment of the sto 
. . . 
He, without the use of music and leitmotif, has revealed to us 
the very souls of the lovers as Wagner did in his music-drama. 
Modern interpretations of the Tristan story have included 
poems of various lengths and treatments, dramas, and one rathe 
obnoxious novel. The best work in comparatively modern times 
has been done indisputably in the field of poetry. Erskine's 
work in the novel is of too negligible a character to compare 
with that of the authors whom I have discussed in this paper. 
The dramatic productions of the tale are entertaining and 
original, but they lack the qualities which make really fine 
drama. 
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I 
ABSTRACT 
It has been my purpose in this thesis to interpret and 
analyze the modern versions of the Tristan story since the 
time of Tennyson • In the first chapter, which was concerned 
with the genesis and evolution of the Tristan legend, we saw 
that the original version of the story appeared at some time 
during the age of feminine literature. Although the source of 
the tale is vague and undetermined, several eminent authorities 
are of the opinion that it is either Piotish or Celtic in 
origin. The oral Ur-Tristan, which furnished a crude source 
for other versions of the tale, was the first account of tne 
story to appear in the old, French language. The most renowned 
early version of the Tristan legend was the lost poem of 
Chr~tien de Troyes written before 1162 or about eight years 
after the ·ur-Tristan came into existence. TWo other important 
French fragments also survived thanks to the work of Bidier. 
They were the works of the Anglo-Nor.man, Thomas, and the Con-
. / 
tinental Nor.man, Beroul, both of whom wrote in the latter half 
of the twelfth century. Some minor versions of the story, in-
eluding the Chievrefeuil of Marie de Franoe--La Folie Tristan, 
the work of an unknown Anglo-Norman--and the Donne! ~ amanz, 
an English poem--also appeared in the latter half of the twelf~ 
century. In my first chapter I mentioned the nineteenth centu~ 
Btdier as the author who took the best elements from both 
/ Beroul and Thomas and combined them into one prose tale. I 
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showed in Chapter I that the Tristan legend spread into other 
countries, notably Germany. In the latter part of the twelfth 
century Eilhart von Oberge wrote a Tristant based on the 
B{roul work. In 1210 Gottfried von straussbourg worked on a 
version which his death interrupted. This work of Gottfried 
was unsuccessfully finished by three or his compatriots. A 
Norse prose version of the tale appeared in the first .half of 
the thirteenth century, and an English version, Sir Tristram, 
in the last half of the same century. Around 1220 there ap-
/ 
peared a F~enc~ prose Tristram by Elie de Boron, probably pat-
I' terned after Chretien's lost poem. The story was expanded to 
such an extent during the course of the thirteenth century that 
many incidents were changed. For example, instead of dying 
~ chagrin because Iseult of Ireland does not come to see him, 
Tristram is treacherously slain by Mark. Malory used this same 
ending i~ his prose work which was written about 1470. Tenny-
son later used Malory's Morte d'Arthu.r as the principal source 
of his Idylls of ~ King. Both men described the disruption 
and disintegration of the laws of chivalry and made Tristan 
one of the worst knights of the Round Table. During the 
Elizabethan Age ·c:Edm.und Spenser presented a portrait of the 
youthful Tristram in the sixth book of his Fairie ~ueene. In 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries interest in the medi-
eval romances fell off due to the strong influences of Puri-
tanism and Neo-Classicism. It wasn't until the early nine-
teenth century that there was a revival of interest in medi-
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evalism, and Sir Walter scott, an early romanticist, was greatl. 
responsible for the renewal of interest in the "mati~re de Bre-
t,agne"• His sir Tristram was the last important work conoerni~ 
the tale before the Victorian poets began to write on the sub-
ject. 
In Chapter II Tennyson's The Last Tournament was discussed 
--
The Tristram. story as treated by Tennyson was a despicable 
affair. A :moralist and a Victorian, the poet chose the love 
affair of Tristram and Isolt to illustrate to what depths a man 
could sink when he was involved in an illicit love affair. 
Tristram in this poem was no pre~ chevaiier. He was an animal 
a creature of base instincts. The author's moralistic and 
didactic purpose caused him to give the noble, love story an 
allegorical treatment. He unquestionably accomplished what he 
set out to do when he showed that the downfall of society could 
be caused by a dissolute nobility~ 
Chapter III dealt with Matthew Arnold's Tristram and Iseul • 
.--...-...-......- - .;;:;;;;;;...;;;...;;;~ 
Arnold made two important changes in his version of the story. 
. . 
To Iseult of the White Hands, who has always been presented as 
a virgin in other accounts of the tale, he gave two children • 
He also granted his lovers one last meeting before they died. 
·' Arnold's chief interest in the work was centered in his origina 
creation of Iseult of the White Hands, whom he made his heroine 
and who was a noble-souled and patient woman. I showed in this 
chapter how Arnold's poem afforded him the opportunity to 
criticize life. 
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In Chapter IV Wagner's Tristan~ Isolde was considered. 
It was Wagner who invented the so-called death-potion which 
is the motivating force in the work. Through hi~ use of leit~ 
motif he was able to reveal to the audience the "inner man" 
which became the most important part of the action. I con-
cluded my chapter by stating that the composer's work is a 
study of emotions--a subtle, psychological work of feeling. 
Algernon Charles Swinburne's Tristram£! Lyonesse was the 
topic for discussion in Chapter v. I showed that the work 
stressed pre-Raphaelite fleshliness, and was written chiefly as 
a vehicle for the glorification of love. The love theme in the 
poem was parallelled to some extent by the fate motive. Swin-
burne, like Wagner, stressed the importance of the fateful 
philter, thereby removing all censure from the culpable pair. 
The author also presented subjectively by means of the hero's 
soliloquy his own philosophy of life. 
MY next chapter considered the dramatists. I gave Joseph 
Comyns Carr credit for being the first writer to recognize the 
dramatic possibilities of Tristan and Iseult. The chief 
alterations in Carr's work were two. His · Iseult died before 
her lover, and Tristram was stabbed in the back by Andred, a 
Cornish baron. An element of the pre-Raphaelite movement, 
which was in full swing during Carr's t~e, was present in his 
play. This was shown in the profusion and richness of color 
and also in the brilliancy of phrase. The presentation , · 
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of Iseult of the White Hands, as a spirit, could have come 
only from some pre-Raphaelite influence. 
Arthur Symons' two dramatic ~ieces did not show any in-
fluence of the Symbolists, although their author was one of th 
greatest interpreters of the Symbolist Movement. They do not 
have the vague mysticism so characteristic of the movement. 
The poet used both the Tristan~ Iseult and the Iseult of 
Brittany to deliver several bitter statements on love, which 
he considered as man's enemy and the disturber of his peace. 
I found nothing particularly novel, excepting the d'but of an 
unfamiliar character, Mlriadoc, in the Symons version, as the 
. 
writer followed quite closely the outlines of the old tale. 
Thomas Hardy's Famous Tragedy£!~ Queen£! Cornwall ~ 
Tintagel was interesting in that it was an attempt to con-
ciliate two conflicting stories concerning the end of the 
lovers--but, in my opinion, a rather unsuccessful experiment. 
The John Masefield drama was the most disappointing of th 
five plays which I examined. Although his work presented a 
fresh concept of the Tristan story, he spoiled it by paying 
too mueh attention to the stage. I also found the theme of 
the play to be rather thin and weak. 
In Chapter VII I discussed Edwin Arlington Robinson's 
Tristram. I tried to convey the thought that this work is the 
most human of the poems dealing with the hapless lovers. The 
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old legend has never been told with more dignity and emotion 
nor in lines that possess such human simplicity and lifelikenes • 
The poem itself is a psychological study of the characters' 
thoughts and feelings. In this work Robinson's delineation of 
character compares favorably with the many character portraits 
that Browning has given us. It is gratifying to know that the 
greatest work on the story has been done by one of our own 
countrymen. 
John Erskine's burlesque on the beautiful legend was the 
topic for discussion in Chapter VIII. Only two fine and noble 
characters, Palamede and Brangain, were presented by the author 
in his novel. The work itself is nothing more than a gross 
libel on Tristan, Iseult, and even Mark. I admitted that 
' examples of the writer's great familiarity with the "matiere de 
Bretagne" are strongly evinced throughout the novel, I also 
recognized John Erskine's able scholarship and his thorough 
knowledge of the medieval romances. But I must add that I 
think it regrettable that he used the frayed pattern of his 
. . ~ . ~ 
trilogy when he designed the Tristan~ Iseult. 
I ended my work by a brief summary of personal reactions 
to the treatment accorded the immortal tale by writers of 
comparatively modern times. 
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